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POSITIVE DEFINITE SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS
ON OL′SHANSKĬI DOMAINS

JOACHIM HILGERT AND KARL-HERMANN NEEB

Abstract. Let G be a simply connected complex Lie group with Lie algebra
g, h a real form of g, and H the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to h.
The symmetric space M = H\G together with a G-invariant partial order ≤ is
referred to as an Ol′shanskĭı space. In a previous paper we constructed a family
of integral spherical functions φµ on the positive domain M+ := {Hx : Hx ≥
H} of M. In this paper we determine all of those spherical functions on M+

which are positive definite in a certain sense.

Introduction

Let G be a simply connected complex Lie group with Lie algebra g, h a real
form of g, and H the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to h. Then H\G is
a symmetric space which admits a G-invariant partial order ≤ associated to each
closed convex Ad(H)-invariant cone C in h which is generating but contains no
lines. In fact, one can show that H exp(iC) is a closed subsemigroup of G and the
G-invariant order on H\G is given by

Hx ≤ Hy if y ∈ H exp(iC)x.

The space M = H\G together with such an ordering is called an Ol′shanskĭı space
(cf. [HÓ96]). The subset M+ := {Hx : Hx ≥ H} of M is called the positive
domain of M and is a key example for what we will call an Ol′shanskĭı domain in
this paper.

Generalizing results from [FHÓ94], we constructed in [HiNe96] a family of spher-
ical functions ϕµ on M+ via an integral formula similar to Harish-Chandra’s inte-
gral representation of spherical functions on non-compact Riemannian symmetric
spaces. These functions are parametrized by a subset t∗ + EL ⊆ t∗C, where t is a
suitable Cartan subalgebra of h. In this paper we introduce a concept of positive
definite spherical functions on positive domains, and in the case described above we
determine all of these. In particular we determine which of the integral spherical
functions constructed in [HiNe96] are positive definite spherical functions (Theorem
5.2).

The natural framework for the study of spherical functions on positive domains
of ordered symmetric spaces is that of symmetric involutive semigroups. In view
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of future applications we use the general concepts in this paper, even though the
main results are proved only in the case of Ol′shanskĭı domains.

A symmetric involutive semigroup is a semigroup S equipped with two com-
muting involutive selfmaps ∗ and τ , one an antiautomorphism and one an au-
tomorphism. To each such semigroup one can associate a positive domain P =
{τ(s)∗s : s ∈ S}. In the context of Ol′shanskĭı spaces we have (up to a cov-
ering which is used for technical reasons) S = H exp(iC) with

(
h exp(iX)

)∗ =
exp(iX)h−1 and τ = id, and hence the positive domain is the Ol′shanskĭı domain
PC = exp(iC) ∼= M+.

A function ϕ : S → C is called positive definite if the formula K(s, t) = ϕ(st∗)
defines a positive definite kernel on S. Associated to such a kernel is a reproducing
kernel space Hϕ of functions on S. If the right regular representation of S yields a
representation πϕ : S → B(Hϕ) of S by bounded operators, we call ϕ exponentially
bounded.

Similarly, a function ϕ : P → C is called positive definite if the formula

K
(
q(s), q(t)

)
= ϕ

(
q(st∗)

)
,(*)

where q : S → P is the canonical map defined by q(s) = τ(s)∗s, defines a positive
definite kernel on P . Here, ϕ is called exponentially bounded if the positive definite
function ϕ ◦ q on S is exponentially bounded. The function ϕ is called spherical if
the corresponding representation of S on the associated reproducing kernel space
Hϕ is irreducible.

The general approach to positive definite functions on semigroups and related
objects is developed in [Ne99]. For the convenience of the reader we refer to that
book for details also on background material like reproducing kernel spaces which
could be found elsewhere (e.g. [Ar50]).

The first two sections of this paper are devoted to the basic definitions and
examples related to symmetric involutive semigroups and positive definite spherical
functions on the associated positive domains.

In Section 3 we provide an important technical tool in our classification of the
positive definite spherical functions, the Lüscher-Mack correspondence, which con-
nects the representation theory of the simply connected covering semigroup SC of
H exp(iC) with the unitary representation theory of the simply connected c-dual
group (cf. [HÓ96]) Gc = H̃ × H̃ of G. In fact, we present the Lüscher-Mack cor-
respondence in greater generality than needed in this paper, since we expect it to
play a similar if not more important role in the study of positive definite spherical
functions for more general ordered symmetric spaces (cf. [FHÓ94], [KrNe96], and
[KNÓ96].

Given the Lüscher-Mack correspondence, spherical functions on the positive do-
main PC of SC are closely related to SC -spherical representations of Gc, and this
relation is of crucial importance for the classification results alluded to above. Here
an irreducible unitary representation (π,H) of Gc is called SC -spherical if it is re-
lated to a representation ρ of SC via the Lüscher-Mack correspondence and admits
an H̃-invariant linear functional on the dense subspace H0 := span

(
ρ(SC).H)

of
H satisfying certain continuity conditions. These representations are studied in
Section 4.

Sections 5 and 6 contain the main results of this paper, notably the classification
of the positive definite spherical functions on Ol′shanskĭı domains (Theorem 5.1)
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and the classification of the holomorphic positive definite spherical functions on SC

(Theorem 6.2).
The last section contains a short discussion of possible generalizations. We have

also included two appendices which contain some technical results related to the
analytic extension of highest weight representations, considerably generalizing those
of Ol′shanskĭı in [Ols82].

1. Symmetric involutive semigroups

Let S be a semigroup and ∗ : S → S, s 7→ s∗ an involutive antiautomorphism of
S. Then (S,∗ ) is called an involutive semigroup. We refer to [HiNe93, Chap. 9] and
[Ne99, Chap. II] for the basic properties of involutive semigroups.

Definition 1.1. Let (S,∗ ) be an involutive semigroup and τ : S → S be an in-
volutive automorphism commuting with ∗. Then (S,∗ , τ) is called a symmetric
involutive semigroup and the set P := {τ(s)∗s : s ∈ S} is called the associated
positive domain.

The semigroup S acts on P from the right by x.s := τ(s)∗xs, and the canonical
map

q : S → P, s 7→ τ(s)∗s

is equivariant with respect to the right multiplication action of S on itself and the
action on P .

As far as the positive domain P considered as an S-space is concerned, it seems
at this point to be artificial to consider the two involutions s 7→ s∗ and τ on S,
because only the involutive antiautomorphism s 7→ τ(s)∗ shows up in the definition
of P . The reason for keeping two involutions in the definition will become clear
when we study invariance properties of kernels on P .

The class of examples which are of central importance in our context is positive
domains related to symmetric spaces: Recall that a symmetric Lie group is a pair
(G, τ), where G is a Lie group and τ is an involutive automorphism of G. A sym-
metric Lie algebra (g, τ) is defined analogously. Note that if (G, τ) is a symmetric
Lie group, then

(
g, dτ(e)

)
is a symmetric Lie algebra. In such a situation we will

simply write τ for dτ(e). We denote the group of τ -fixed points in G by Gτ . If
H ⊆ Gτ is an open subgroup, then H\G is called a symmetric space associated to
the symmetric Lie algebra (g, τ).

If (g, τ) is a symmetric Lie algebra, then we write

h = gτ = {X ∈ g : τ(X) = X} and q = {X ∈ g : τ(X) = −X}
and note that g = h + q is a direct vector space decomposition.

Example 1.2. Let (G, τ) be a simply connected symmetric Lie group and H = Gτ

the fixed point group for τ , which, in view of the simple connectedness of G, is
connected ([Lo69, p.171]). Further let C ⊆ q be an Ad(H)-invariant generating
closed convex cone which is regular, i.e., Spec(adX) ⊆ R holds for all X ∈ C.
Then, according to Lawson’s Theorem ([HiNe93, Thm. 7.34, Cor. 7.35]), the set

Γ(C) := H exp(C)

is a closed subsemigroup of G and the mapping

H × C → Γ(C), (h,X) 7→ h exp(X)

is a homeomorphism.
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Let Γ̃(C) denote the universal covering semigroup of Γ(C) and note that we then
have a homeomorphism

H̃ × C → Γ̃(C), (h,X) 7→ hExp(X),

where Exp: C → Γ̃(C) is the lift of the exponential function with Exp(0) = e.
We also write Γ̃(C0) for the subsemigroup H̃ Exp(C0) of Γ̃(C), where C0 = intC

denotes the interior of the cone C. We have the involution s = hExp(X) 7→ s∗ :=
Exp(X)h−1 on Γ̃(C), defining on Γ̃(C) the structure of an involutive semigroup.
Then

PC := {s∗s : s ∈ Γ̃(C0)} = Exp(C0)

is the positive domain associated to
(
Γ̃(C0),∗ , idΓ̃(C)

)
, and q : Γ̃(C0) → PC , s 7→ s∗s

is the corresponding canonical map.

Definition 1.3. If, in the situation of Example 1.2, H is a real form of G and τ
the complex conjugation, we call the positive domain PC an Ol′shanskĭı domain.

The following construction will be useful in the study of holomorphic spherical
functions (cf. §6).

Example 1.4. (a) Let (S,∗ ) be any involutive semigroup. The involution

(s1, s2)∗ := (s∗1, s
∗
2)

turns the double Sd := S × S of S into an involutive semigroup. In addition, we
consider the involutive automorphism τ(s1, s2) = (s2, s1), which commutes with ∗.
Then (Sd,∗ , τ) is a symmetric involutive semigroup, and the corresponding positive
domain P in Sd is

P = {(s∗2s1, s∗1s2) : (s1, s2) ∈ Sd}.
The semigroup Sd acts on S from the right by s.(s1, s2) := s∗2ss1. Let η : S →
Sd, s 7→ (s, s∗). Then

η
(
s.(s1, s2)

)
= (s∗2ss1, s

∗
1s
∗s2) = (s∗2, s

∗
1)η(s)(s1, s2) = τ(s1, s2)∗η(s)(s1, s2)

and P = η(SS), where SS := {s1s2 : s1, s2 ∈ S}. Hence we can identify the
subsemigroup SS with P as a right Sd-space. Under this identification the canonical
map q : Sd → S is given by

q(s1, s2) = s∗2s1.(1.1)

In the special case where G = S is a group and g∗ = g−1, we obtain the realization
of G as a symmetric space of the group G×G.

(b) A variation of (a) can be carried out in even greater generality. Let S
be any semigroup. Then the semigroup Sc := S × Sop, where Sop is the set S
with the multiplication s1 · s2 = s2s1, is an involutive semigroup with respect to
(s1, s2)∗ := (s2, s1), because(

(s1, s2) · (t1, t2)
)∗ = (s1t1, t2s2)∗ = (t2s2, s1t1) = (t1, t2)∗(s1, s2)∗.

Now (Sc,∗ , idSc) is a symmetric involutive semigroup and Sc acts on S from the
right by s.(s1, s2) := s2ss1. Let η : S → Sc, s 7→ (s, s) denote the diagonal map.
Then

η
(
s.(s1, s2)

)
= (s2ss1, s2ss1) = (s2, s1)η(s)(s1, s2) = (s1, s2)∗η(s)(s1, s2).
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As in (a), we can identify the subsemigroup SS ⊆ S with the positive domain
associated to (Sc,∗ , idSc).

2. Positive definite spherical functions on positive domains

We recall the basic concepts concerning positive definite kernels and functions.
For a detailed discussion we refer to [Ne99, Ch. I–IV] (cf. also [Ar50]). Let X be a
set. A function K : X ×X → C is called a positive definite kernel if for each finite
subset {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ P the matrix

(
K(xi, xj)

)
i,j=1,... ,n

is positive semidefinite.
This condition is equivalent to the following one (cf. [Ne99, Thm. I.1.4]). There
exists a Hilbert space H ⊆ CX with continuous point evaluations represented by
the functions Kx : y 7→ K(y, x), i.e., f(x) = 〈f,Kx〉 for all f ∈ H and x ∈ X .
Then K is called the reproducing kernel of H, and since H is, as a subspace of CX ,
uniquely determined by K, we put HK := H. The dense subspace of HK spanned
by the elements Kx, x ∈ X , is denoted H0

K . We write P(X2) for the space of
positive definite kernels on X . For K1, K2 ∈ CX×X we write K1 << K2 if and
only if K2 − K1 ∈ P(X2). This defines a partial order on CX×X , since a kernel
which is at the same time positive and negative definite vanishes. We say that K1

dominates K2, and write K2 ≺ K1, if there exists λ > 0 with λK1 −K2 ∈ P(X2),
i.e., K2 << λK1.

If S is an involutive semigroup, then a function ϕ on S is said to be positive
definite if the kernel given by Kϕ(s, t) := ϕ(st∗) is a positive definite kernel.

If we have a right action X×S → X of an involutive semigroup S on the set X ,
then a function K : X ×X → C is called invariant if

K(x.s, y) = K(x, y.s∗)

for x, y ∈ X and s ∈ S. Here the terminology is inspired by the group case, where
it means that K(x.g, y.g) = K(x, y) for g ∈ G.

Let H0 be a pre-Hilbert space and H its Hilbert space completion. We write
B0(H0) for the set of all linear operators A : H0 → H0 for which there exists an
operator A] : H0 → H0 with

〈A.v, w〉 = 〈v,A].w〉
for all v, w ∈ H0. Note that such an operator A] is uniquely determined by this
property. We recall from [Ne99, Lemma II.3.2] that B0(H0) is an involutive semi-
group with respect to the involution A 7→ A] and composition of operators.

If (S, ∗) is an involutive semigroup, then a morphism of involutive semigroups
π : S → B0(H0) is called an hermitian representation of S on the pre-Hilbert space
H0. A representation is an hermitian representation (π,H), where H is a Hilbert
space. If, in addition, S carries a topology, then a representation is said to be
continuous if all the functions S → C, s 7→ 〈π(s).v, v〉, v ∈ H, are continuous.

In this section let (S,∗ ) always denote an involutive semigroup. Let X be a
right S-space. According to [Ne99, Prop. II.4.3], a positive definite kernel K on
X is invariant if and only if the action of S on CX given by (s.f)(x) := f(x.s)
leaves the pre-Hilbert space H0

K invariant and defines on this space an hermitian
representation (πK ,H0

K). An invariant positive definite kernel K is said to be expo-
nentially bounded if all the operators πK(s), s ∈ S, on H0

K are bounded. We write
P(X2)inv, resp. P(X2)exp, for the cone of invariant resp. exponentially bounded
invariant positive definite kernels on X . If a kernel K comes from a positive definite
function ϕ via K(s, t) = ϕ(st∗), then we denote the reproducing kernel space HK
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by Hϕ and the corresponding representation of S by πϕ. An exponentially bounded
positive definite function ϕ on S is called spherical if the representation of S on Hϕ

is irreducible.

Lemma 2.1. For P(X2)exp the representation πK associated to an exponentially
bounded invariant kernel is irreducible if and only if R+K is an extremal ray in the
convex cone P(X2)exp.

Proof. [Ne99, Cor. II.4.23].

Definition 2.2. Let (S,∗ , τ) be a symmetric involutive semigroup and P the asso-
ciated positive domain. A kernel K ∈ P(P 2)exp is called pure if the corresponding
representation of S on HK ⊆ CP is irreducible. We write P(P 2)pure for the cone
of pure kernels on P .

Let q : S → P, s 7→ τ(s)∗s denote the canonical map. A function ϕ : P → C is
called a positive definite function on P if ϕ

(
q(st∗)

)
= ϕ(q(ts∗)) for all s, t ∈ S and

K
(
q(s), q(t)

)
:= ϕ

(
q(st∗)

)
(2.1)

defines a positive definite kernel on P . If, in addition, (2.1) defines a pure kernel,
then ϕ is called the associated positive definite spherical function on P . Note here
that the right hand side can be written as ϕ

(
q(s).t∗

)
= ϕ

(
q(t).s∗

)
, hence depends

only on the image of s, resp. t, under q, so that (2.1) really defines a function on
P × P .

It is clear that if K is a positive definite kernel on P with (2.1), then ϕ
(
q(s).t∗

)
=

ϕ
(
q(t).s∗

)
holds automatically.

One reason for considering kernels instead of functions in the semigroup setting
is that in general the positive domain P ⊆ S has nothing comparable to a base
point if S does not have a unit element. This means that we cannot write P as an
S-orbit of a point x0 ∈ P . Nevertheless, in all cases of interest, it turns out that
invariant kernels are defined by functions as in Definition 2.2.

Proposition 2.3. Let (S,∗ , τ) be a symmetric involutive semigroup and P the as-
sociated positive domain.

(i) Let K1 and K2 be two S-invariant positive definite exponentially bounded
kernels on P which correspond to irreducible representations. If HK1∩HK2 6=
{0}, then HK1 = HK2 .

(ii) An irreducible representation of S on a reproducing kernel space H on P
corresponds to at least two non-proportional reproducing kernels if and only
if the representation on H ⊕H can be realized in a reproducing kernel space
on P .

Proof. (i) First [Ne99, Rem. I.1.7(a)] shows that HK1+K2 = HK1 +HK2 . Let

K := {(f,−f) ∈ HK1 ⊕HK2 : f ∈ HK1 ∩HK2}
be the kernel of the addition map HK1 ⊕HK2 → HK1+K2 . Then

HK1 ⊕HK2
∼= K ⊕HK1+K2 ,

and since the representations on the subspaces HKi are irreducible, it follows that
the representations on K and HK1+K2 are irreducible. We conclude in particular
that K1 + K2 is an extremal ray in the cone of exponentially bounded positive
definite SC -invariant kernels on PC ([Ne99, Cor. II.4.23]). But K1 +K2 dominates
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K1 and K2, so we find that K1, K2 ∈ R+(K1 +K2). This means in particular that
K1 and K2 are multiples of each other.

(ii) The “only if” part is an immediate consequence of (i). For the converse we
note that [Ne99, Prop. I.1.8] and its proof show that the kernelK with H⊕H = HK

can be written in the form K = K1 + K2 with K1, K2 both SC -invariant kernels
on P which satisfy HKi

∼= H. Since H⊕ {0} 6= {0}⊕H, the two kernels cannot be
proportional.

Remark 2.4. In the situation of Example 1.2 let D ∼= π1(H) ⊆ H̃ denote the kernel
of the covering map H̃ → H . Then D is central in H̃, and the action of H̃ on q
factors over H . Hence D acts trivially on the cone C, and therefore D is a central
subgroup of Γ̃(C). We conclude for s ∈ Γ̃(C) and d ∈ D that

q(s).d = d∗q(s)d = d∗s∗sd = d−1s∗sd = s∗sd−1d = s∗s = q(s).

Thus D acts trivially on PC , so that it also acts trivially on the Hilbert spaces HK

for any positive definite invariant kernel K on PC .

The next two examples expand on Example 1.4 and will show up again in the
study of holomorphic spherical functions in Section 6.

Example 2.5. (a) Let (Sd,∗ , τ) be as in Example 1.4(a) and assume that S = SS
(this is the case, for instance, if S has an identity element). Let ϕ be a positive
definite function on S. Then the kernel K(s, t) := ϕ(st∗) is positive definite and
right-invariant. It is invariant with respect to the action of Sd = S × S if and only
if

ϕ(s∗2xs1y
∗) = K

(
x.(s1, s2), y

)
= K

(
x, y.(s∗1, s

∗
2)

)
= K(x, s2ys∗1) = ϕ(xs1y∗s∗2).

Since SS = S implies that SSS = S, this is equivalent to ϕ(st) = ϕ(ts) for all
s, t ∈ S, which means that ϕ is a central function. Note that the condition SS = S
also implies that the kernel associated to ϕ via (2.1) using (1.1) agrees with K.
Thus ϕ is positive definite as a function on the semigroup S if and only if it is
positive definite as a function on the positive domain S.

(b) In the situation of Example 1.4(b) with S = SS we set K(s, t) := ϕ(st) for
a given function ϕ on S. Then

K
(
s.(s1, s2), t

)
= ϕ(s2ss1t) and K

(
s, t.(s1, s2)∗

)
= ϕ(ss1ts2),

and again the kernel K is invariant if and only if ϕ is central.

Example 2.6. Let S be an involutive semigroup with SS = S, and π : S → B1(H)
a representation of S on the Hilbert space H by trace class operators (cf. [Ne99,
Sect. III.3] for an extensive discussion of this class of representations). Consider the
symmetric involutive semigroup (Sd,∗ , τ) associated to (S,∗ ) as in Example 1.4(a).
Then we obtain an involutive representation of Sd on the Hilbert space B2(H) of
Hilbert-Schmidt operators by

ρ(s1, s2)(A) := π(s1)Aπ(s∗2) = π(s1)Aπ(s2)∗.

Since B1(H) ⊆ B2(H), the representation π yields a map γ : S → B2(H), s 7→ π(s)∗

satisfying the equivariance condition

γ
(
s.(s1, s2)

)
= π(s∗2ss1)

∗ = π(s1)∗γ(s)π(s2) = ρ(s1, s2)∗.π(s).
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Consider the function Θπ(s) := tr
(
π(s)

)
, which we call the character of the repre-

sentation (cf. [Ne94b]). [Ne99, Prop. III.3.22] and Example 2.6(a) imply that

K(s, t) := 〈γ(t), γ(s)〉 = tr
(
π(t∗)π(s)

)
= tr

(
π(st∗)

)
defines a positive definite Sd-invariant kernel on S. Thus Θπ is a positive definite
function on S defining the kernel K. We want to see which condition we have to
impose on π so that Θπ is a spherical function when considered as a function on
the positive domain S of Sd. Note that (cf. (1.1))

Θπ

(
q
(
(s1, s2)(t1, t2)∗

))
= Θπ

(
q(s1t∗1, s2t

∗
2)

)
= Θπ(t2s∗2s1t

∗
1)

= Θπ(s∗2s1t
∗
1t2) = K(s∗2s1, t

∗
2t1)

= K
(
q(s1, s2), q(t1, t2)

)
.

Therefore Θπ is spherical if and only if the representation of Sd on the reproducing
kernel space HK is irreducible. This space is Sd-equivalent to the closed subspace
of B2(H) generated by π(S) (cf. [Ne99, Prop. III.3.22]).

If the representation (π,H) of S on H is irreducible, then the representation(
π ⊗ π∗, B2(H)

)
of Sd = S × S is also irreducible (cf. [Ne99, Prop. III.3.22(iv)]).

Here π∗ denotes the dual representation on the dual space H∗ given by π∗(s).α :=
α ◦ π(s∗). It follows in particular that the invariant subset π(S) is total in B2(H)
and that Θπ is a positive definite spherical function on S.

Since π(S) consists of compact operators which are of trace class, the represen-
tation π is a discrete sum of irreducible representations π =

∑
j njπj with finite

multiplicities (cf. [Ne99, Thm. III.3.19]). Then Θπ =
∑

j njΘπj . We claim that
Θπ is spherical if and only if π = n1π1 holds for an irreducible representation. To
see this, we have to show that a non-trivial sum of multiples of irreducible char-
acters is no longer extremal in the cone of exponentially bounded central positive
definite functions on S (cf. Lemma 2.1). This follows from the fact that charac-
ters of mutually inequivalent representations are linearly independent ([Ne99, Prop.
III.3.24]).

3. The Lüscher-Mack correspondence

We take up the situation of Example 1.2 and write gc := h + iq ⊆ gC for the
dual symmetric Lie algebra. The main assertion of the following theorem is the
result that any bounded representation of the involutive semigroup Γ̃(C0) on a
Hilbert space H defines a uniquely determined unitary representation of the simply
connected group Gc with Lie algebra gc. This is a remarkable fact, because it is
not always true that a representation of a Lie algebra gc by essentially skew-adjoint
operators on a dense subspace of a Hilbert space integrates to a representation of the
corresponding simply connected group (cf. [Wa72, p.296]). The following theorem
is a substantially improved version of Theorem 9.39 in [HiNe93] (cf. also [LM75])
which no longer needs the assumption that the representation under consideration is
a representation by contractions and that it extends to a continuous representation
of the closed cone.

Theorem 3.1 (Lüscher and Mack). Let ρ : Γ̃(C0) → B(H) be a non-degenerate
continuous representation of the involutive semigroup Γ̃(C0) and Gc the simply
connected Lie group with L(Gc) = gc. Then:
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(a) There exists a continuous unitary representation π̃ : H̃ → U(H) such that
ρ(hs) = π̃(h)ρ(s) for all s ∈ Γ̃(C0).

(b) There exists a continuous unitary representation π : Gc → U(H) such that

dπ(X) = dπ̃(X) for all X ∈ h

and

dπ(iX) = idρ(X) for all X ∈ C0,

where for Y ∈ C0 we write dρ(Y ) for the self-adjoint generator of the semi-
group t 7→ ρ(Exp tY ), which is bounded from above.

Proof. (a) [Ne99, Cor. II.4.15] yields a unitary representation π̃ : H̃ → U(H) such
that ρ(hs) = π̃(h)ρ(s) for all s ∈ Γ̃(C0). Since ρ is non-degenerate, the set
ρ
(
Γ̃(C0)

)
.H, which consists of continuous vectors for H̃ , is total in H. Hence

the representation π̃ of H̃ is continuous.
(b) The Equianalyticity Lemma ([HiNe93, Lemma 9.16], cf. also [Nel70, p.591])

asserts the existence of a dense subspace H1 of π̃-analytic vectors in H, and of a
0-neighborhood U ⊆ h such that the power series edπ̃(X).v :=

∑∞
m=0

1
m!dπ̃(X)m.v

converges for every v ∈ H1 and X ∈ UC := U + iU ⊆ hC. Moreover, we have

π̃(ExpX).v =
∞∑

m=0

1
m!
dπ̃(X)m.v

for all X ∈ U , v ∈ H1.
Let X ∈ C. Then γX : [0,∞[→ B(H), t 7→ ρ

(
Exp(tX)

)
is a strongly continuous

one-parameter semigroup of self-adjoint operators. Hence [Ne95a, Thm. III.1] and
[Ne99, Prop. VI.3.2] yield the existence of a strongly continuous extension

γX : C+ := {z ∈ C : Re z ≥ 0} → B(H)(3.1)

which is holomorphic on the open right half plane int C+.
With this information at hand we can now use the arguments given in steps 3

through 5 in the proof of [HiNe93, Thm. 9.39] to complete the proof of Theorem
3.1.

In the following we say that the representations ρ of Γ̃(C0) and π of Gc are
related if π is obtained from ρ by the Lüscher-Mack Theorem.

We want to characterize the representations of Gc obtained from non-degenerate
representations of Γ̃(C0).

Example 3.2. Let G be a simple simply connected semisimple Lie group and θ the
Cartan involution on G. Then we have g = k + p with h = k and p = q. The cone
C = p is regular and Γ̃(C0) = G = K exp(C0), where K = exp k. A representation
ρ : G → B(H) is a weakly continuous map such that the operators in ρ(K) are
unitary and the operators in ρ(exp p) are selfadjoint.

Here Gc is the simply connected compact group with Lie algebra gc = k + ip,
and the Lüscher-Mack Theorem provides a unitary representation π : Gc → U(H)
which is compatible with ρ. This has the interesting consequence that, even on
infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces, every such representation ρ contains the kernel
of the natural map K → Gc which coincides with the kernel of the natural map
η : G→ GC. Hence ρ factors to a representation of the group η(G) ∼= G/η(G) and,
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since Gc is compact, the Peter-Weyl Theorem implies that it is a direct Hilbert
space sum of irreducible finite dimensional representations.

It follows in particular that all the operators dρ(X), X ∈ p, are bounded; hence,
in view of the simplicity ofG, and the observation that the set of allX ∈ gc for which
idπ(X) is bounded is an ideal, all operators idπ(X), X ∈ gc, are bounded. Thus
the representation of Gc even extends to a holomorphic representation GC → B(H)
of the complexified group GC.

Lemma 3.3. If ρ and π are related, then the commutants ρ
(
Γ̃(C0)

)′ and π(Gc)′ in
B(H) agree. It follows in particular that a closed subspace of H is invariant under
Γ̃(C0) if and only if it is invariant under Gc, and that ρ is irreducible if and only
if π is irreducible.

Proof. Since Gc is generated by exp h and exp(iC0), it suffices to show that an
operator commutes with ρ(ExpC0) if and only if it commutes with π(exp iC0).
To achieve this, it suffices to show that for X ∈ C0 an operator commutes with
ρ(expR+X) if and only if it commutes with π(Exp RiX).

For v, w ∈ H and A ∈ B(H) consider the map

C+ → H, z 7→ 〈AγX(z).v − γX(z)A.v, w〉,
which is continuous and on int C+ even holomorphic (cf. (3.1)). Hence it vanishes
on R+ if and only if it vanishes on the boundary iR ([HiNe93, Lemma 9.17]). Since
v and w are arbitrary, this proves that A commutes with γX(iR) if and only if it
commutes with γX(R+). But Theorem 3.1 implies π(exp itX) = γX(it), and hence
ρ(Exp tX) = γX(t) proves the claim.

For any Lie algebra g we denote by comp(g) the set of compact elements in g, i.e.,
those elements X for which the closure of the group eR ad X ⊆ Aut(g) is compact.
A subalgebra consisting of compact elements is called compactly embedded. Let
t ⊆ g be a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra. The existence of a compactly
embedded Cartan subalgebra is equivalent to the existence of interior points of
comp(g) ([HHL89, A.2.27]). Moreover, an element X ∈ t is contained in int comp(g)
if and only if gX := ker adX ⊆ k ([HHL89, A.2.25]). It follows in particular that
all regular elements in t are contained in int

(
comp(g)

)
. Note further that there

is a uniquely determined maximal compactly embedded subalgebra k containing t
([HHL89, A.2.40]).

In the following we will use the root space decomposition

gC = tC ⊕
⊕
α∈∆

gα
C

associated to the Cartan subalgebra tC of gC. A root α is called non-compact if
gα

C 6⊆ kC. The set of all non-compact roots is denoted by ∆p and we write ∆k for
the set of compact roots. Let ∆+ ⊆ ∆ be a positive system. It is called k-adapted
if ∆+

p = ∆+ ∩∆p is invariant under the action of the Weyl group for the pair (k, t).
For a complex gC-module V and λ ∈ t∗C we write

V λ := {v ∈ V : (∀X ∈ tC)X.v = λ(X)v}
for the weight space of weight λ, and λ is said to be a weight of V is V λ 6= {0}. We
write PV for the set of weights of V . An element 0 6= v ∈ V λ is called a primitive
element of V of weight λ (with respect to a positive system ∆+) if gα

C.v = {0}
for all α ∈ ∆+. The gC-module V is called a highest weight module with highest
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weight λ (with respect to ∆+) if it is generated by a primitive element of weight
λ. Finally, the gC module V is called k-finite if it consists of k-finite vectors, i.e., if
dimU(kC).v <∞ for all v ∈ V .

In the following we will write K = exp k for the analytic subgroup K of G with
Lie algebra k. For a unitary representation of G on the Hilbert space H and we
denote the space of K-finite vectors in H by HK . Similarly, HK,∞ and HK,ω denote
the smooth and analytic K-finite vectors in H, respectively.

A unitary representation (π,H) of G is called a unitary highest weight represen-
tation if the gC-module HK,∞ of K-finite smooth vectors in H is a highest weight
module.

The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem III.6 in [Ne94b].

Theorem 3.4. Let (π,H) be a continuous unitary representation of the connected
Lie group G, t ⊆ g a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra, k ⊇ t a maximal
compactly embedded subalgebra, K = exp k, ∆+ a k-adapted positive system, and
X ∈ int(i∆+

p )? ⊆ it. Then (1) ⇒ (2) holds for the following assertions:

(1) The operator idπ(X) is bounded from above and HK 6= {0}.
(2) HK,ω contains a primitive element with respect to ∆+.
If (2) is satisfied, then the following are equivalent:

(3) π is an irreducible representation.
(4) HK,∞ is a highest weight module with respect to ∆+, and HK is dense.
(5) HK,∞ is an irreducible highest weight module with respect to ∆+, and HK is

dense.
If (5) is satisfied, then HK = HK,∞ consists of analytic vectors and (1) is satis-

fied.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): We assume that the subspace HK of K-finite vectors in non-zero.
In view of [Ne94b, Prop. III.4], the space V := HK,ω of analytic K-finite vectors
in dense in HK , so that in particular V 6= {0}. Since V is the intersection of two
gC-modules, it is also a gC-module for the derived representation. Moreover, it is a
semisimple tC-module. Hence it has a weight decomposition

V =
⊕

µ∈PV

V µ,

where PV ⊆ it∗ ⊆ t∗C is a non-empty set.
Next we use the assumption that idπ(X) is bounded from above to see that

m := sup〈iPV , X〉 <∞.

Pick µ ∈ PV such that

iµ(X) > m−min{iα(X) : α ∈ ∆+
p }.

Then i(µ+ α)(X) > m holds for all α ∈ ∆+
p . Let p+ :=

∑
α∈∆+

p
gα

C. Then

{0} 6= V µ ⊆ V+ := {w ∈ V : p+.w = {0}}.
Since p+ is an ideal in the subalgebra p+ + kC of gC (here we need that ∆+ is
k-adapted), the space V+ is a kC-submodule of V .

Pick 0 6= v0 ∈ V µ and write F := U(kC).v0 for the kC-module generated by v0.
Since this module is finite dimensional, it contains a primitive element v for kC with
respect to ∆+

k . Then v ∈ V+ implies that v is also a primitive element for gC with
respect to ∆+, and this proves (2).
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The proof for the equivalence between (3), (4), (5) and the conclusion from (5)
require no modification of the proof given in [Ne94b, Thm. III.6].

Definition 3.5. Let π be a unitary represention of Gc in the Hilbert space H.
Then Ψ: P(H∞) → (gc)∗ defined by

Ψ([v])(X) =
〈idπ(X).v, v〉

〈v, v〉 ,

where P(H∞) is the projective space associated to H∞, is called the moment map
of π and

Iπ := conv Ψ
(
P(H∞)

) ⊆ (gc)∗,

is called the moment set. The not necessarily closed invariant cone

Wπ := {X ∈ gc : sup〈X, Iπ〉 <∞}
will be referred to as the associated cone for π.

Now suppose that ρ is a continuous representation of SC and π is related to ρ.
Then [Ne99, Prop. X.1.6] says that for X ∈ gc we have

sup Spec
(
idπ(X)

)
= sup〈X, Iπ〉.(3.2)

Then the fact that the operators dρ(X) = idπ(−iX) for X ∈ C0 are bounded from
above shows that −iC0 ⊆Wπ, i.e., C0 ⊆ iWπ.

For the proof of the following theorem we will need Lemma A.1 from Appendix
A.

Theorem 3.6. Let g be a Lie algebra, (π,H) an irreducible continuous unitary
representation of a connected Lie group G with L(G) = g, and suppose that there
exists X ∈ int comp(g) such that the operator idπ(X) is bounded from above. Then

(1) π is a unitary highest weight representation with respect to a compactly em-
bedded Cartan subalgebra and an associated positive system of roots, and

(2) the cone Wπ consists of all those elements X ∈ g for which the operator
idπ(X) is bounded from above, and has interior points.

Proof. First we note that we may w.l.o.g. assume that the group G is simply con-
nected.

(1) Let b := ker dπ. Then b ⊆ g is an ideal. We write ψ : g → g/b for the
quotient map and B := (kerπ)0 for the identity component of the kernel. Then
the representation π of G factors to a representation π of G/B on H. Moreover
ψ

(
comp(g)

) ⊆ comp(g/b) implies that ψ(X) ∈ ψ
(
int comp(g)

) ⊆ int comp(g/b),
and idπ

(
ψ(X)

)
= idπ(X) is bounded from above. Hence all the assumptions that

we have made for G are satisfied for the group G/B. Thus we may w.l.o.g. assume
that the representation π has discrete kernel.

In view of the assumption that π has discrete kernel, the moment set Iπ ⊆ g∗

satisfies I⊥π = ker dπ = {0}. Moreover (3.2) shows that the associated cone Wπ for
π consists precisely of all those elements X ∈ g for which idπ(X) is bounded from
above. Hence Wπ contains the element X . So the ideal a := Wπ −Wπ generated
by Wπ intersects int comp(g).

We write pa : g∗ → a∗ for the restriction map and put Jπ := pa(Iπ). Then Jπ is
a closed convex invariant subset in a∗ and

Wπ = {Y ∈ a : sup〈Y, Jπ〉 <∞}.
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SinceWπ has interior points in a, we conclude that the closed convex set Jπ contains
no affine subspaces of positive dimension. Moreover J⊥π = I⊥π ∩ a = {0}. Therefore
[Ne99, Lemma VII.3.1] shows that a is admissible, and then g is also admissible by
Lemma A.1 (Appendix A).

Let g = u o l denote the decomposition of g where u is the nilradical and l is a
reductive t-invariant subalgebra. We distinguish two cases.

Case 1: The Lie algebra g is reductive, i.e., g = l. Then G is a (CA) group, so
that, according to [Ne94b, Prop. III.2], the space HK of K-finite vectors in H is
dense.

Case 2: The Lie algebra g is not reductive, i.e., u 6= {0}. We write G = UoL for
the semidirect decomposition of G corresponding to the decomposition, g = u o l,
and recall that dim z(g) ≥ 1 ([HiNe93, Thm. 7.15]). On the other hand, dim z(g) ≤ 1
by Schur’s Lemma since π is irreducible and has discrete kernel. Thus dim z(g) = 1.

Let ∆+ ⊆ ∆ be a k-adapted positive system such that the cone

Cmin = cone{i[Xα, Xα] : Xα ∈ gα
C, α ∈ ∆+

p } ⊆ t(3.3)

is pointed (cf. [HiNe93, Thm. 7.26] and [Ne94a, Def. II.18]). Then Cmin,z :=
Cmin∩z(g) ⊆ z(g) is a halfline and we may w.l.o.g. assume that the central character
χ : Z(G) → S1 defined by π(g) = χ(g)e for all g ∈ Z(G) satisfies −idχ(e) ∈
intC?

min,z. Thus π is a representation of type χ which is admissible with respect to
∆+ in the sense of [Ne96], and Theorem III.2 in [Ne96] shows that the space HK

of K-finite vectors in H is dense.
Now Theorem 3.4 applies in both cases, and shows that π is a unitary highest

weight representation of G with respect to a positive system ∆̃+ chosen in such a
way that iα(X) > 0 for all α ∈ ∆̃+

p .
(2) Let Wmax ⊆ g be the uniquely determined invariant closed convex cone with

Wmax ∩ t = (i∆+
p )? (cf. [HiNe93, § 7.2]). Then we use [Ne96, Prop. IV.2] to see

that for Y ∈ W 0
max, the operator idπ(Y ) is bounded from above. This means that

W 0
max ⊆Wπ , and we see in particular that Wπ is generating.

Example 3.7. We consider the special case where g = hC is the complexification
of the admissible Lie algebra h and the involution τ is complex conjugation (cf.
Definition 1.3).

First we exploit the structure of the relevant Lie algebras. We identify gC = (hC)C
with C⊗RhC = C⊗Rg and claim that gC ∼= hC⊕hC. In fact, we define two mappings

η± : hC → gC, X 7→ 1
2 (1⊗X ± i⊗ iX).

Then [KrNe96, Lemma I.10] shows that

gC ∼= η−(hC)⊕ η+(hC) ∼= hC ⊕ hC.

Note that i(X,Y ) = (iX,−iY ) holds in gC. It is clear that in this representation the
complex conjugation σg with respect to g acts by σg(X,Y ) = (Y,X), the complex
linear extension τ of the involution τ on hC by τ(X,Y ) = (τ.Y, τ.X), and the
complex conjugation σ = τ ◦ σg with respect to gc by σ(X,Y ) = (τ.X, τ.Y ). The
fixed point set of this involution is

gc ∼= {(X,Y ) : X,Y ∈ h} = h⊕ h,

whereas g ∼= hC is embedded as the diagonal

∆hC = {(X,X) : X ∈ hC} ⊆ hC ⊕ hC.
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Now let C ⊆ q = ih be a generating hyperbolic H̃-invariant cone, i.e., iC is a
generating invariant cone in the Lie algebra h and for each X ∈ C0 the operator
adX is diagonalizable over R, i.e., iC0 ⊆ comp(g). We put SC := Γ̃(h,−iC0) ∼=
H̃ Exp(C0), where H̃ is the associated simply connected group. We consider the
invariant cone W := (−iC)⊕ iC ⊆ h⊕ h. Then iW = C⊕C implies that iW ∩ q =
∆C = {(X,X) : X ∈ C}, which corresponds to the cone C under the diagonal
embedding of g = hC. Let GC denote any complex Lie group with Lie algebra gC.
The semigroup corresponding to W is the universal covering of the subsemigroup
of GC generated by the exponential image of gc + iW = gc + (C ⊕ C). Hence
SW

∼= SC × SC , where SC denotes the same semigroup as SC endowed with the
opposite complex structure, i.e., the mapping SC → SC , s 7→ s∗ is a holomorphic
anti-isomorphism.

Let Gc = H̃ × H̃ be the simply connected group associated to gc. Then each
unitary highest weight representation π of Gc is a tensor product π1 ⊗ π2 of two
unitary highest weight representations π1 and π2 of the two H̃-factors. In fact, the
highest weight λ of the Gc-representation is of the form λ = (λ1, λ2) with two weight
functionals λ1, λ2 for H̃ . These belong to irreducible highest weight representations
of H̃ whose tensor product again gives an irreducible unitary representation of Gc

with highest weight λ, i.e., agrees with the original representation.
The Holomorphic Extension Theorem from Appendix B implies that a represen-

tation is related to a continuous representation of the semigroup SC if and only if
the operators idπ(X), X ∈ −iC, are bounded from above. To make this condi-
tion more explicit, let X ∈ C, and let (X,X) ∈ gC be the corresponding diagonal
element. Then −i(X,X) = (−iX, iX) ∈ gc and

idπ
(− i(X,X)

)
= dπ(X,X) = dπ1(X)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ dπ2(X).

This operator is bounded from above on H1⊗̂H2 if and only if idπj(X) is bounded
from above on Hj for j = 1, 2 ([RS72, p.301]). It follows in particular that this
implies that the operators

idπ(−iX, iY ) = dπ(X,Y ) = dπ1(X)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ dπ2(Y )

are bounded from above for X,Y ∈ C0. Hence every irreducible continuous repre-
sentation of the semigroup SC extends in particular to a holomorphic irreducible
representation of the semigroup SW = SC × SC . Note that the holomorphic repre-
sentations of SC are just the antiholomorphic representations of SC . But if (π,H)
is a holomorphic representation of the semigroup SC , then (π∗,H∗) is an antiholo-
morphic representation of SC given by π∗(s).f := f ◦ π(s∗). Thus every irreducible
continuous representation of SC corresponds to a pair of holomorphic irreducible
representations of SC (cf. [Ne94b]).

We denote the equivalence classes of continuous and holomorphic representations

of SC by ŜC

cont
and ŜC

holo
, respectively. With this notation we formulate the most

important conclusions of Example 3.7 as a proposition:

Proposition 3.8. Let PC be an Ol′shanskĭı domain, SC the corresponding semi-
group, and SW = SC × SC.

(i) We have the following identifications between equivalence classes of represen-
tations:

ŜC

cont ∼= ŜW

holo ∼= ŜC

holo × ŜC

antiholo
.
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The first identification is via holomorphic extension, whereas the second says

that any π ∈ ŜW

holo
is of the form π1 ⊗ π∗2 with π1, π2 ∈ ŜC

holo
.

(ii) Any π ∈ ŜW

holo
can be realized as the representation on the space

B2(H2,H1) ∼= H1⊗̂H∗2
given by

π(s1, s2).A := π1(s1)Aπ2(s∗2)

with π1, π2 ∈ ŜC

holo
.

We remark here that [Ne96] provides a parametrization of ŜC

holo
in terms of

highest weight representations of H̃ (cf. also the Holomorphic Extension Theorem
in Appendix B).

Corollary 3.9. Let Gc and SC be as in Example 3.7, and let the representations
π of Gc and ρ of SC be related and irreducible. Then π is a unitary highest weight
representation and Wπ ⊆ gc contains interior points.

Proof. According to our assumption that C is hyperbolic, the open cone iC0 is
contained in the interior of comp(h), hence in the interior of comp(gc) (cf. Example
3.7). Since for each X ∈ iC0 the operator −idπ(X) is bounded from above, the
assertion follows from Theorem 3.6.

Now we find a complete description of the Lüscher-Mack correspondence, at least
for irreducible representations in the case of Ol′shanskĭı spaces.

Corollary 3.10. Let Gc and SC be as in Example 3.7. Then a unitary represen-
tation π of Gc is related to an irreducible continuous representation ρ of SC if and
only if it is an irreducible highest weight representation whose associated cone in gc

contains C0.

Proof. The “only if” part follows from Corollary 3.9 and the fact that the dρ(X) for
X ∈ C0 are bounded above for any continuous representation of SC . The converse
follows from the Holomorphic Extension Theorem in Appendix B.

4. SC-spherical representations

Let SC := Γ̃(C0) ⊆ Γ̃(C) = H̃ Exp(C) be as in Example 1.2. We want to de-
scribe the set P(PC)pure of positive definite spherical functions on the corresponding
positive domain

PC = {s∗s : s ∈ Γ̃(C0)} = Exp(C0).

Definition 4.1. An irreducible unitary representation (π,H) of Gc is called SC -
spherical if there exist a related representation ρ of SC on H and an H̃-invariant
non-zero linear functional f on the dense subspaceH0 := span

(
ρ(SC).H)

of H such
that f ◦ ρ(s) : H → C is continuous for all s ∈ SC .

Remark 4.2. Let Hc be the analytic subgroup of Gc with Lie algebra h. Then H0

is π(Hc)-invariant, and a linear functional f on H0 is H̃-invariant if and only if it
is π(Hc)-invariant.
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Proposition 4.3. An irreducible unitary representation (π,H) of Gc with the re-
lated representation (ρ,H) of SC is spherical if and only if there exists a positive
definite spherical function ϕ on SC such that

(a) (ρ,H) ∼= (πϕ,Hϕ) as representations of SC , and
(b) ϕ factors through q to give a positive definite spherical function ϕ on PC .

Proof. Let us first assume that (π,H) is SC-spherical and that f : H0 → C is a non-
zero H̃-invariant linear functional such that f ◦ ρ(s) is continuous for all s ∈ SC .
We define a map γ : SC → H by(

f ◦ ρ(s))(v) = 〈v, γ(s)〉(4.1)

for all v ∈ H. Then

〈v, γ(st)〉 =
(
f ◦ ρ(st))(v) =

(
f ◦ ρ(s))(ρ(t).v) = 〈ρ(t).v, γ(s)〉 = 〈v, ρ(t∗).γ(s)〉

(4.2)

implies that γ(st) = ρ(t)∗.γ(s) for all s, t ∈ SC . On the other hand, the H̃-
invariance of f means that γ(hs) = γ(s) for s ∈ SC , h ∈ H̃ . Now K(s, t) :=
〈γ(t), γ(s)〉 defines a right-invariant positive definite kernel on SC , and since SC

has an approximate identity, there exists a uniquely determined positive definite
function ϕ on SC such that ϕ(st∗) = K(s, t) for all s, t ∈ SC ([Ne99, Cor. IV.1.30]).

Since f is non-zero, there exist v ∈ H and s ∈ SC with f
(
ρ(s).v

) 6= 0. Hence
γ(s) 6= {0}, i.e., γ(SC) is non-zero, and therefore total because the representation
ρ of SC is irreducible. Then [Ne99, Thm. I.1.6] shows that the map H → CSC

defined by v 7→ (
s 7→ (f ◦ ρ(s))(v)) induces a surjective isometry H → Hϕ, which

then by (4.2) is SC-equivariant. In particular Hϕ is irreducible. On the other hand,
since γ is constant on the right H̃-cosets H̃s, the kernel K on SC × SC defines a
kernel

K : H̃\SC × H̃\SC → C, (H̃s, H̃t) 7→ K(s, t) = ϕ(st∗).

Identifying H̃\SC with PC via the map

q : H̃\SC → PC , H̃s 7→ q(s) = s∗s,

we obtain

K : PC × PC → C,
(
q(s), q(t)

) 7→ K(s, t) = ϕ(st∗).

But the left H̃-invariance of K together with the existence of an approximate
identity in SC also shows that ϕ is left H̃-invariant as well, so that we find a
factorization ϕ : PC → C, q(s) 7→ ϕ(s) which is a positive definite spherical function
on PC since the representation of SC on HK is equivalent to the one on HK , hence
to the one on H which is irreducible.

Now we prove the converse and assume that the representation (ρ,H) restricted
to SC is equivalent to the natural representation on a space (πϕ,Hϕ), where ϕ is
a positive definite function on SC which factors through q to a positive definite
spherical function ϕ on PC .

We define a linear functional f : H0 → C by f(v) := lim v(ui), where (ui)i∈I is
an approximate identity in SC . The limit defining f exists for each v = ρ(s).w,
since v(ui) = w(uis) → w(s) holds for all s ∈ SC and w ∈ Hϕ. Moreover (cf.
Theorem 3.1), the equalities

f ◦ π(h)
(
ρ(s).w

)
= lim

(
ρ(hs).w

)
(ui) = limw(uihs) = w(hs) = w(s) = f(ρ(s).w)
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show that f is H̃-invariant. In addition, for s ∈ SC we see that(
f ◦ ρ(s))(w) = w(s),

which shows that f ◦ ρ(s) is a continuous linear functional on H.

In the classical theory of positive definite spherical functions one requires the
H̃-invariant functional to be a continuous functional on the entire Hilbert space H,
so that it can be represented by an H̃-fixed vector in the Hilbert space. In that
setting it is quite easy to show that such a function is unique up to a scalar multiple.
We also address the uniqueness question for f if the SC-spherical representation is
given, but we only do this for a special case:

We assume that C is hyperbolic (cf. Example 3.7) and proper, i.e., that C does
not contain a line. Further we want there to exist a maximal abelian subspace a of
q consisting of hyperbolic elements and a compactly embedded Cartan algebra tc

of gc containing a. According to [KrNe96] such a and tc can be found for example
if (g, τ) is effective, which means that h does not contain a non-trivial ideal of g.

Proposition 4.4. Let (g, τ) be effective and suppose that C is hyperbolic with C ∩
−C = {0}. Then:

(a) There exists a maximal abelian subspace a of q consisting of hyperbolic ele-
ments.

(b) There exists a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra tc in gc containing a.

Proof. (a) [KrNe96, Thm. VI.6(i)].
(b) [KrNe96, Thm. VI.6(iii), Cor. VII.13].

From now on we assume that Proposition 4.4(a) and (b) hold, but not neces-
sarily that C ∩ −C = {0}. Let kc be the uniquely determined maximal compactly
embedded subalgebra of gc containing tc. According to [KrNe96, Thm. VIII.1(iii)],
there exists a kc-adapted positive system ∆+ such that ∆+

a := ∆+|a is a positive
system for ∆a := ∆|a \ {0}. We define

n : =
∑

α∈∆+
a

gα

and note that g = h⊕ a⊕ n. Let A and N be the analytic subgroups of G with Lie
algebras a and n. Then [KNÓ96, Prop. II.4] shows that the groups A, resp. N ,
are closed, simply connected and diffeomorphic to a, resp. n, under the exponential
mapping. Moreover A ∩N = {e}, and the map

Φ: H ×A×N → G, (h, a, n) 7→ han(4.3)

is a diffeomorphism onto its open image. The following result is an immediate
consequence of [KNÓ96, Prop. II.6].

Lemma 4.5. Γ(C) ⊆ HAN .

Lemma 4.6. Let (πλ,H) be an irreducible representation of Gc with highest weight
λ and highest weight vector vλ ∈ H. Suppose that πλ is related to a continuous
representation ρ of SC . Then

span(πλ(Hc).vλ) = span(ρ(SC).vλ).

In particular, vλ is a cyclic vector for Hc.
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Proof. We note first that

span(πλ(Hc).vλ) = span(π̃λ(H̃).vλ)

in the notation of the Lüscher-Mack Theorem. Further, the diffeomorphism Φ from
(4.3) and Lemma 4.5 induce a real analytic immersion SC ↪→ H̃×A×N . We denote
the projection to the middle factor by a

H̃
: SC → A and the projection to the left

hand factor by h
H̃

: SC → H̃ . The Holomorphic Extension Theorem in Appendix
B shows in particular that the map

SC → H, s 7→ ρ(s).vλ

is real analytic. Now the calculation in the proof of [Ne94c, Prop. III.9] yields

πλ(s).vλ = aH(s)λπ̃
(
h

H̃
(s)

)
.vλ(4.4)

for all s ∈ SC . This implies the first claim, and the second follows since the
representation ρ of SC is irreducible.

Theorem 4.7. Let (πλ,H) be an irreducible representation of Gc with highest
weight λ and suppose that it is SC-spherical. So let π be related to the continu-
ous representation ρ of SC , and let f : H0 → C be an H̃-invariant functional with
f ◦ ρ(s) : H → C continuous for all s ∈ SC . Then f(vλ) 6= 0, and if f ′ is another
H̃-invariant functional on H0 with the same properties as f , then it is a scalar
multiple of f .

Proof. If f(vλ) = 0, then f(H̃.vλ) = {0}. Hence Lemma 4.6 shows that f(SC .vλ) =
{0}. Let s ∈ SC . Then it follows that f ◦ ρ(s) vanishes on the dense subspace
generated by SC .vλ, whence f ◦ ρ(s) = 0 for all s ∈ SC and therefore f = 0. This
contradicts the definition of f .

Applying the same argument to the functional f ′, we see that the vanishing of
f(vλ)f ′ − f ′(vλ)f on vλ implies that this functional on span(SC .H) vanishes, i.e.,
that f ′ is a scalar multiple of f .

Corollary 4.8. Let (πλ,Hλ) be an SC-spherical highest weight representation of
Gc with highest weight λ, and F (λ) the Kc-module generated by the highest weight
ray, where Kc is the analytic subgroup of Gc with Lie algebra kc. Then F (λ) is an
(Hc ∩Kc)-spherical representation of Kc.

Proof. Let f be the H̃-invariant linear functional on span
(
πλ(SC).H)

. Then f |F (λ)

is an (Hc ∩Kc)-invariant linear functional on F (λ) which, in view of Theorem 4.7,
is non-zero. Hence it can be represented by an (Hc ∩Kc)-fixed vector. This means
that the irreducible representation πKc

λ of Kc on F (λ) is (Hc ∩Kc)-spherical.

Corollary 4.9. If two spherical highest weight representations (πϕ1 ,Hϕ1) and
(πϕ2 ,Hϕ2) of Gc are equivalent, then ϕ1 and ϕ2 are multiples of each other. In
particular, Hϕ1 = Hϕ2 ⊆ CSC .

Proof. Let (πϕ,Hϕ) be any spherical representations of Gc. In view of Theorem
4.7 it suffices to show that the H̃-invariant functional f determines the spherical
function, i.e., the reproducing kernel, up to a scalar multiple. But Theorem 4.7
together with the proof of Proposition 4.3 show that there exists a constant c 6= 0
such that f(ρ(s)w) = cw(s) = c〈w,Ks〉 for all w ∈ Hϕ, proving the claim.
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5. Positive definite spherical functions on Ol
′
shanskĭı domains

Now we come to the classification of the SC -spherical unitary representations in
the special case where g = hC and τ is the complex conjugation (cf. Def. 1.3). In
that case G = HC is the simply connected group with Lie algebra hC and Hc ∼= ∆

H̃
,

so that Gc = H̃ × H̃ . Moreover, in this situation h admits a compactly embedded
Cartan subalgebra th, and we may assume that a = ith ⊆ q = ih. We denote the
maximal compactly embedded subalgebra of h containing th by kh. Then we may
assume that tc = th ⊕ th and kc = kh ⊕ kh (cf. Example 3.7).

The positive domain PC corresponding to SC is the positive domain in the
Ol′shanskĭı space H\HC (cf. Remark 2.4). The positive definite spherical functions
on the more general positive domains described in Example 1.2 will be treated
elsewhere (cf. also Section 7).

Theorem 5.1. The SC-spherical representations of Gc = H̃ × H̃ are precisely the
representations π = πλ ⊗ π∗λ on the space B2(Hλ) of Hilbert-Schmidt operators,
where (πλ,Hλ) is a unitary highest weight representation of H̃ extending to a holo-
morphic representation of SC . The corresponding spherical function ϕ on SC is
given by

ϕ(s) = Θλ(ss∗),

where Θλ(s) = tr
(
πλ(s)

)
.

Proof. We have to invoke the parametrization of the irreducible holomorphic repre-
sentations of SC by their highest weights λ ∈ it∗ (cf. [Ne96, Cor. VI.12]). Then the
tensor product πλ1 ⊗π∗λ2

is a unitary highest weight representation of Gc = H̃× H̃,
and the corresponding irreducible representation of Kc = H̃K × H̃K is given by
F (λ1) ⊗ F (λ2)∗. In Corollary 4.8 we have seen that a necessary condition for
πλ1 ⊗ π∗λ2

to be SC -spherical is that F (λ1) ⊗ F (λ2)∗ ∼= B
(
F (λ2), F (λ1)

)
contains

a non-zero (H ∩ K)-invariant vector. This means exactly that the two (H ∩ K)-
representations F (λ1) and F (λ2) are equivalent, i.e., that λ1 = λ2.

Suppose, conversely, that λ1 = λ2 and put λ := λ1. Then the corresponding
representation of SW = SC × SC is the representation on the space B2(Hλ) given
by π(s1, s2).A = πλ(s1)Aπλ(s2)∗, and the restriction to ∆SC remains irreducible
(cf. Proposition 3.8). The subgroup H = ∆

H̃
⊆ Gc acts by

π(h, h).A = πλ(h)Aπλ(h)−1.

Therefore f(A) := trA defines an H̃-invariant linear functional on the subspace
generated by πλ(∆SC ).B2(H) ⊆ B1(H). For s ∈ SC we have(

f ◦ π(s, s)
)
(A) = tr

(
πλ(s)Aπλ(s)∗

)
= 〈A, πλ(s∗s)〉,

which shows that f ◦ π(s, s) is continuous. Compare this to (4.2) and set γ(s, s) =
πλ(s∗s). Proposition 4.3 and its proof now show that the associated spherical
function satisfies ϕ(st∗) = 〈γ(t, t), γ(s, s)〉 = tr

(
πλ(t∗ts∗s)

)
= Θλ(st∗ts∗), which

implies that ϕ(s) = Θλ(ss∗).

Theorem 5.1 classifies all positive definite spherical functions of the positive
domain PC associated to the semigroup SC . In [HiNe96] we studied a family of
functions ϕµ : Γ(C0) → C with µ ∈ t∗h + EL ⊆ a∗C, where −iEL turned out to be the
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interior of the dual cone C?
min,h of the minimal cone in th defined by (3.3). These

functions were defined by the integrals

ϕµ(s) =
∫

H/Th

aH(sh)µ−ρa dµH/Th
(hTh),

where aH : Γ(C) → A is obtained via Lemma 4.6 as the projection onto the middle
factor, ρa is the halfsum of positive roots in ∆+

a , Th is the analytic subgroup of H
with Lie algebra th, and µH/Th

is a suitable H-invariant measure. If we lift these
functions to SC = Γ̃(C0), the resulting function ϕ̃µ is given by an integral of the
form

ϕ̃µ(s) =
∫

H̃/T̃h

a
H̃

(sh)µ−ρa dµ
H̃/T̃h

(hT̃h),

since the center of H̃ is contained in the analytic subgroup T̃h of H̃ with Lie
algebra th, so that we can identify H/Th with H̃/T̃h. In the following theorem
we determine those ϕ̃µ which are positive definite spherical functions on SC in the
sense of Definition 2.2.

Theorem 5.2. The function ϕ̃µ : SC → C is a positive definite spherical function
if and only if λ := 1

2 (µ−ρa) is dominant integral with respect to the positive system
∆+

h,k of ∆(kh, th) inherited from ∆+
a .

Proof. Suppose first that λ is dominant integral with respect to ∆+
h,k. Then the

fact that λ+ ρa

2 = µ
2 ∈ i int(C?

min,h) implies that we have a corresponding unitary
highest weight representation (πλ,Hλ) of H̃ which is square integrable modulo the
center (cf. [Ne95b, Thm. III.15]). Hence, using (4.4) in the appropriate setting, we
can calculate

ϕ̃µ(s) =
∫

H̃/T̃h

a
H̃

(sh)2λ dµ
H̃/T̃h

(hT̃h)

=
∫

H̃/T̃h

‖πλ(sh).vλ‖2 dµ
H̃/T̃h

(hT̃h)

=
∫

H̃/T̃h

〈πλ(s∗s)πλ(h).vλ, πλ(h).vλ〉 dµH̃/T̃h
(hT̃h)

=
1

d(πλ)
tr πλ(s∗s).

According to the hyperbolicity of the cone C, we have C ∩ ith ⊆ (∆+
p )?, so that,

in view of [Ne96, Cor. IV.12], πλ extends to a holomorphic representation of SC .
Thus ϕ̃µ : SC → C is one of the positive definite spherical functions provided by
Theorem 5.1.

Suppose conversely that the function ϕ̃µ is positive definite spherical. Then
the classification of positive definite spherical functions shows that there exists a
unitary highest weight representation (πλ,Hλ) of H̃ such that

ϕµ(s) = C tr πλ(s∗s)

holds for all s ∈ S and C > 0. To see which relation we have between λ and µ
we have to calculate the asymptotics of the function on the right. So let P denote
the set of all (th)C weights on the space HKh

λ of Kh-finite vectors in H, which, as
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a hC-module is isomorphic to the irreducible highest weight module L(λ). We put
ψ(s) := tr πλ(s∗s) for s ∈ S. Then for a ∈ A ∩ SC we have

ψ(a) = trπλ(a2) =
∑
α∈P

mαa
2α.

Moreover,

ψ(a)a−2λ =
∑
α∈P

mαa
2(α−λ).

Now Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem and mλ = 1 imply for each X
in the cone int(∆(kh, th)+)? ⊆ ith = a that

lim
t→∞ψ

(
exp(tX)

)(
exp(tX)

)−2λ = 1.

On the other hand we know from [HiNe96, Thm. II.2.19] that

lim
t→∞ϕµ

(
exp(tX)

)(
exp(tX)

)ρa−µ = c1cM(µ),

where cM is the c-function for the space M = H\HC and c1 is a suitable constant.
It follows in particular that the limit on the right hand side is independent of X .
Hence we obtain

lim
t→∞

(
exp(tX)

)ρa−µ+2λ = c1cM(λ).

From that we conclude that ρa−µ+2λ = 0. It follows in particular that µ ∈ a∗ = it∗h
and that λ = 1

2 (µ− ρa) is dominant integral with respect to ∆+
h,k. This completes

the proof.

Example 5.3. We illustrate Theorem 5.2 by the example where H is compact.
Here H\HC is a Riemannian symmetric space, the integral formula for ϕ̃µ is just
Harish-Chandra’s integral formula (cf. [Hel84, p. 418]), and writing the spherical
function using the character of a representation of H , in view of Weyl’s character
formula, yields Harish-Chandra’s spherical function expansion in the complex case
([Hel84, Ch. IV, Thm. 5.7]).

Remark 5.4. We have already seen in Theorem 5.2 that for an integral spherical
function ϕµ to be positive definite the parameter µ has to satisfy an additional
integrality condition. On the other hand one could ask which positive definite
functions ϕ on PC are spherical in the sense of [HiNe96, Def. II.2.1], i.e., satisfy∫

H̃/T̃h

ϕ
(
q(ahb)

)
dµ

H̃/T̃h
(hT̃h) = ϕ

(
q(a)

)
ϕ
(
q(b)

)
for a, b ∈ SC ∩ Exp(ith). Theorem 5.1 says that each ϕ is of the form

ϕ
(
q(s)

)
= ϕ(s) = cΘλ(ss∗) = c tr

(
πλ(ss∗)

)
,

where Θλ is a suitable highest weight character on SC and c > 0 is a constant.
Suppose that the above integrals exist, and put s := a = b. Then

ϕ(q(shs)
)

= c tr
(
πλ(shs∗s∗h−1s)

)
= c tr

(
πλ(hs2h−1s2)

)
.

Since the highest weight vector vλ is an eigenvector for πλ(s), the trace class oper-
ator πλ(s2) can be written as πλ(s2) =

∑∞
n=1 Pvn , where Pvn(x) = 〈x, vn〉vn, and
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(vn)n∈N is an orthogonal sequence of eigenvectors of πλ(s2), where v1 = dvλ. Hence

tr
(
πλ(hs2h−1s2)

) ≥ d2 tr
(
πλ(hs2h−1)Pvλ

)
≥ d4 tr

(
πλ(h)Pvλ

πλ(h−1)Pvλ

)
≥ d4 tr

(
Pπλ(h).vλ

Pvλ

)
= d4|〈πλ(h).vλ, vλ〉|2.

Thus the existence of the integral above implies that the highest weight represen-
tation (πλ,H) of H̃ is square integrable in the sense of [Ne95b, Def. III.4]. Then
µ := 2λ+ ρa ∈ i int(C?

min,h) and, as we have seen in the proof of Theorem 5.2,

ϕ̃µ(s) =
1

d(πλ)
tr πλ(ss∗).

We have already seen in [HiNe96, Thm. II.2.6] that the functions ϕ̃µ satisfy the
above integral equation, which implies in particular that c = 1

d(πλ) and ϕ = ϕ̃µ.
In this setting the integral formula for the spherical functions has an interesting

interpretation. For h ∈ H̃ and A ∈ B(H) we put h.A := πλ(h)Aπλ(h−1). Let Px,y

and Pv,w denote the rank one operators on Hλ defined by Px,y(u) = 〈u, y〉x and
Pv,w(u) = 〈u,w〉v. For H1 := (H̃, H̃) and Z := Z(H̃) ∩H1 we write µ := µH1/Z

for the invariant measure on H1/Z. Then the orthogonality relations for square
integrable highest weight representations imply that∫

H1/Z

tr(h.Px,yPv,w) dµ(hZ) =
∫

H1/Z

tr(Ph.x,h.yPv,w) dµ(hZ)

=
∫

H1/Z

〈v, h.y〉〈h.x, w〉 dµ(hZ)

=
1

d(πλ)
〈v, w〉 · 〈x, y〉

=
1

d(πλ)
tr(Pv,w) tr(Px,y).

Next the Monotone Convergence Theorem implies that the integral∫
H1/Z

tr(h.AB) dµ(hZ)

exists and equals

1
d(πλ)

tr(A) tr(B)

whenever A and B are positive trace class operators. Using the fact that each trace
class operator is a linear combination of positive ones, we see that∫

H1/Z

tr(h.AB) dµ(hZ) =
1

d(πλ)
tr(A) tr(B)
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for all A,B ∈ B1(H). For s, t ∈ SC we obtain in particular∫
H̃1/T̃h

ϕ
(
q(sht)

)
dµ(hT̃h) =

∫
H1/Z

ϕ
(
q(sht)

)
dµ(hZ)

=
1

d(πλ)

∫
H1/Z

tr
(
πλ(shtt∗h−1s∗)

)
dµ(hZ)

=
1

d(πλ)

∫
H1/Z

tr
(
πλ(htt∗h−1s∗s)

)
dµ(hZ)

=
1

d(πλ)

∫
H1/Z

tr
(
h.πλ(tt∗)πλ(s∗s)

)
dµ(hZ)

=
1

d(πλ)2
tr

(
πλ(tt∗)

)
tr

(
πλ(s∗s)

)
= ϕ

(
q(s)

)
ϕ
(
q(t)

)
.

Thus we have obtained the integral equation for the spherical function from a more
general integral identity for trace class operators which in turns follows from the
orthogonality relations for square integrable representations.

6. Holomorphic Positive Definite Spherical Functions

Let (SC ,
∗ ) and SW be as in Example 3.7. Then SC can be viewed as the

positive domain associated to (SW ,∗ , τ), where (s, t)∗ = (s∗, t∗) and τ(s, t) = (t, s)
(cf. Example 1.4). The canonical map

q : SW → SC , (s, t) 7→ t∗s

(cf. (1.1)) is holomorphic, and any kernel on SC associated to a holomorphic
function ϕ : SC → C via (2.1) is holomorphic in both arguments.

A continuous representation (ρ,H) of SC by bounded operators is called holo-
morphic if the map ρ : SC → B(H) is holomorphic as a Banach space valued map
(cf. [Ne95a] and [HiNe93, Chap. 9])). According to [Ne94b, Thm. III.8] (cf. also
[Ne96, Th. IV.3]) the irreducible holomorphic representations act by trace class
operators and hence admit characters (cf. Example 2.6). The functions on SC that
occur in this way are called the holomorphic characters of SC .

Proposition 6.1. Let ϕ : SC → C be a holomorphic positive definite spherical
function. Then the representation (πϕ,Hϕ) of SW , given by(

πϕ(s, t).f
)
(x) = f(t∗xs) for f ∈ Hϕ, x ∈ SC ,

is holomorphic. Moreover it is the holomorphic extension of a representation
(π1 ⊗ π∗1 ,H1⊗̂H∗1) of H̃ × H̃, where (π1,H1) is a highest weight representation
of H̃.

Proof. In view of [HiNe93, Lemma 9.7], for the first claim it suffices to show that
the functions

SW → C, s 7→ 〈πϕ(s, t).Kz, Kw〉
are holomorphic for all z, w ∈ SC , where Kz(x) = K(x, z) = ϕ(xz∗). But this
follows from

〈πϕ(s, t).Kz, Kw〉 = 〈Ktzs∗ , Kw〉 = K(w, tzs∗) = K(t∗ws, z).
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It follows from [Ne96, Cor. IV.12] that the representation (πϕ,Hϕ) is the holo-
morphic extension of an irreducible unitary highest weight representation of H̃×H̃.
The choice of the complex structure then forces this representation to be of the form
(π1⊗π∗2 ,H1⊗̂H2) with highest weight representations (πi,Hi) of H̃ for i = 1, 2 (cf.
Example 3.7). The representation space Hϕ is invariant under the antilinear invo-
lution defined by

σ(f)(s) := f∗(s) := f(s∗),

satisfying(
(σ ◦ ρt).f

)
(s) = f(s∗t) = f

(
(t∗s)∗

)
= f∗(t∗s) =

(
(λt ◦ σ).f

)
(s),

where (ρs.f)(t) = f(ts) and (λs.f)(t) = f(s∗t). This shows that

σ ◦ πϕ(s, t) = σ ◦ ρs ◦ λt = λs ◦ ρt ◦ σ = πϕ(t, s) ◦ σ.(6.1)

For any Hilbert space H consider the antilinear isomorphism

ι : H → H∗, v 7→ (w 7→ 〈w, v〉).
In the case of Hϕ one easily checks that

ι ◦ πϕ(s, t) = π∗ϕ(s, t) ◦ ι.(6.2)

But then (6.1) and (6.2) imply that the Hilbert space isomorphism ι◦σ intertwines
π∗ϕ and πϕ ◦ τ , where τ(s, t) = (t, s) (cf. Example 1.4). But πϕ ◦ τ ∼= π∗ϕ implies

π∗1 ⊗ π2
∼= π∗ϕ ∼= πϕ ◦ τ ∼= π∗2 ⊗ π1,

so that π1
∼= π2.

Note that the representation (π1⊗π∗1 ,H1⊗̂H∗1) of H̃ × H̃ and SW is canonically
equivalent to the representation of H̃ × H̃ , resp. SW , on the Hilbert-Schmidt
operators B2(H1) defined by

(s, t).A = π1(s) ◦A ◦ π1(t∗).

Theorem 6.2. The holomorphic positive definite spherical functions on SC are the
multiples of the irreducible holomorphic characters.

Proof. In Example 2.6 we have seen that each irreducible holomorphic character is
a holomorphic positive definite spherical function on SC . So it remains to be shown
that each holomorphic positive definite spherical function is such a character.

Let ϕ be an exponentially bounded positive definite spherical function on SC

and πϕ
∼= π1 ⊗ π∗1 the corresponding irreducible holomorphic representation of SW

on Hϕ ⊆ Hol(SC) (Proposition 6.1). Let Θ: SC → C be the character of the
holomorphic representation (π1,H1). Then Θ is a holomorphic positive definite
spherical function. We want to show that ϕ is a multiple of Θ. Consider the map
γ : SW → B2(H1), (s, t) 7→ π1(s∗t) and set

Kγ

(
(s1, s2), (t1, t2)

)
= 〈γ(t1, t2), γ(s1, s2)〉 = tr

(
γ(t1, t2)γ(s1, s2)∗

)
= Θ(t∗1t2s

∗
2s1) = Θ(t2s∗2s1t

∗
1)

= Θ
(
q(s1t∗1, s2t

∗
2)

)
= Θ

(
q
(
(s1, s2)(t1, t2)∗

))
.

Then [Ne99, Thm. I.1.6] shows that the map Φ: B2(H1) → HKγ defined by

Φ(A)(s, t) = 〈A, π1(s∗t)〉 = tr
(
Aπ1(t∗)π1(s)

)
= tr

(
π1(s)Aπ1(t∗)

)
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is a Hilbert space isomorphism, since π1⊗π∗1 is an irreducible representation of SW

and it is also SW -equivariant. On the other hand, Kγ factors through q : SW → SC

to the kernel KΘ

(
q(s), q(t)

)
= Θ

(
q(st∗)

)
associated to Θ via (2.1). This means

that HKγ can be identified with HΘ as an SW -representation. Thus we have the
following sequence of equivalent SW , and hence Gc-representations:

Hϕ
∼= B2(H1) ∼= HKγ

∼= HΘ.

Now Corollary 4.9 shows that ϕ is a multiple of Θ.

Theorem 5.1 and its proof yield:

Proposition 6.3. The holomorphic spherical representations of SW correspond to
the representations π = πλ ⊗ π∗λ of Gc = H̃ × H̃ on the space B2(Hλ) of Hilbert-
Schmidt operators, where (πλ,Hλ) is a unitary highest weight representation ex-
tending to a holomorphic representation of SC . The corresponding holomorphic
spherical function ϕ̂ on SW is given by

ϕ̂(s1, s2) = tr πλ(s1s∗2).

Proof. All we have to note is that the holomorphic continuation of the spheri-
cal function ϕ(s) = Θλ(ss∗) to a holomorphic spherical function on SW given by
ϕ̂(s1, s2) = Θλ(s1s∗2) is, by the uniqueness of holomorphic continuation, unique.

Example 6.4. We illustrate Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 6.3 in the case that H
is compact and C = ih. Then SC = HC and SW = HC × HC. The irreducible
holomorphic representations of HC are complex finite dimensional representations
of highest weight. Thus the holomorphic positive definite spherical functions of
HC are, up to scalar multiples, nothing but the group characters, and the resulting
holomorphic representations of HC×HC are the representations of the form π⊗π∗,
where π∗ = π̂ is the complex conjugate of the contragredient representation.

Right multiplication of H̃ on SC yields for each X ∈ h a holomorphic vector field
r(X) on SC defined by

r(X)(s) :=
d

dt t=0
s · Exp(tX).

Let B be a Banach space and Hol(SC , B) the space of holomorphic B-valued maps.
Then to each element D ∈ U(hC) there corresponds a holomorphic differential
operator r(D) on Hol(SC , B) defined by(

r(X).f
)
(s) =

d

dt t=0
f(sExp tX)

for X ∈ hC and its extension to U(hC). In this sense the center Z := Z
(U(hC)

)
acts

on the space Hol(SC) and corresponds to the space D(SC) of (H̃ × H̃)-invariant
holomorphic differential operators on the positive domain SC .

Let χ ∈ Ẑ be a central character, i.e., a multiplicative functional on Z. Then the
corresponding eigenspace Hol(SC)χ is invariant under H̃ × H̃, hence also invariant
with respect to the action of SW = SC × SC given by

(
ρ(s1, s2).f

)
(s) = f(s∗2ss1),

i.e., the action induced by the natural right action on SC .
In Theorem 6.2 we have seen that each holomorphic spherical function is an irre-

ducible holomorphic character Θπλ
, where (πλ,Hλ) is an irreducible representation

of SC extending the representation of H̃ with highest weight λ. Let χλ ∈ Ẑ denote
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the central character corresponding to the representation of U(hC) with highest
weight λ. We claim that HΘπλ

⊆ Hol(SC)χλ
.

For the proof we will have to calculate the action of the enveloping algebra on
the character Θ := Θπλ

. The most convenient way to do this is to use the following
lemma.

Lemma 6.5. Let (π,H) be an irreducible holomorphic representation of SC such
that π(SC) ⊆ B1(H). Then the following assertions hold:

(i) For each D ∈ U(hC) and s ∈ SC the operator dπ(D)π(s) is bounded and its
adjoint is given by π(s∗)dπ(D∗), where D 7→ D∗ is the antilinear antiauto-
morphism extending the map X 7→ −X, hC → hC.

(ii) π : SC → B1(H) is a holomorphic Banach space valued map and satisfies(
r(D).π

)
(s) = π(s)dπ(D)

for all D ∈ U(hC).
(iii) r(D).π = χλ(D)π holds for all D ∈ Z.

Proof. (i) Since π is holomorphic, we have π(s).H ⊆ H∞, and hence the operator
dπ(D)π(s) is defined on H. On the other hand, for v, w ∈ H∞, we have

〈dπ(D)π(s).v, w〉 = 〈π(s).v, dπ(D∗).w〉 = 〈v, π(s∗)dπ(D∗).w〉,
where D 7→ D∗ is the extension of the antiautomorphism X 7→ −X of hC to
U(hC). Hence the adjoint operator

(
dπ(D)π(s)

)∗ has a dense domain containing
H∞. By the Closed Graph Theorem we conclude that the operator dπ(D)π(s),
which is closable and everywhere defined, is bounded. From this it also follows that
π(s∗)dπ(D∗) is bounded and that it coincides with the adjoint of dπ(D)π(s). This
proves (i).

(ii) First we show that π(s)dπ(D) is a trace class operator for all s ∈ SC and
D ∈ U(hC). We write s = s1s2 with s1, s2 ∈ SC (cf. [HiNe93, Prop. 3.19]). Then
(i) implies that

π(s)dπ(D) = π(s1)
(
π(s2)dπ(D)

) ∈ B1(H)B(H) ⊆ B1(H).

To see that the map π : SC → B1(H) is holomorphic, we first note that it is
locally bounded in the norm ‖ · ‖1 of B1(H). In fact, let s ∈ SC and write it as
s = s1s2. Pick a compact neighborhood U of s2 in SC and note that the holomorphy
of π as a B(H)-valued map shows that we can find a constant C > 0 such that
‖π(u)‖ ≤ C for all u ∈ U . Then s1U is a neighborhood of s, and

‖π(s1t)‖1 = ‖π(s1)‖1 · ‖π(t)‖ ≤ C‖π(s1)‖1

holds for all t ∈ U . It now suffices to show that for Pv,w(x) = 〈x,w〉v the function
s 7→ tr

(
π(s)Pv,w

)
, SC → C is holomorphic for all v, w ∈ H. Then [HiNe93, Lemma

9.7(ii)] shows that π is real analytic, and since [HiNe93, Lemma 9.7(i)] implies that
it is partially holomorphic, it must be holomorphic. But for v, w ∈ H we have

tr
(
π(s)Pv,w

)
= trPπ(s).v,w = 〈π(s).v, w〉,

which is trivially holomorphic in s. Thus π : SC → B1(H) is a holomorphic map.
Next we show that r(X).π = π · dπ(X) holds for all X ∈ h. Recall first that the

pairing

B1(H)×B(H) → C, (A,B) 7→ tr(AB)
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identifies B(H) with the dual space B1(H)′ of B1(H). The set of rank one operators
Pv,w with v, w ∈ H∞ is total in B1(H)′ with respect to the weak-∗ topology.
Therefore it suffices to show that

tr
(
(r(D).π)(s)Pv,w

)
= tr

(
π(s)dπ(D)Pv,w

)
for all v, w ∈ H∞. For X ∈ h we have

tr
(
(r(X).π)(s)Pv,w

)
=

d

dt t=0
tr

(
π(s exp tX)Pv,w

)
=

d

dt t=0
〈π(s)π(exp tX).v, w〉

= 〈π(s)dπ(X).v, w〉
= tr

(
π(s)dπ(X)Pv,w

)
,

and therefore
(
r(X).π

)
(s) = π(s)dπ(X).

Since tr
(
π(s)dπ(X)Pv,w

)
= tr

(
π(s)Pdπ(X).v,w

)
, we can apply induction and

obtain (ii) for general elements D ∈ U(hC).
(iii) is a trivial consequence of (ii) and dπ(D) = χλ(D)1 for all D ∈ Z.

Proposition 6.6. HΘπλ
⊆ Hol(SC)χλ

.

Proof. That Θ = Θπλ
∈ Hol(SC)χλ

follows immediately from Lemma 6.5. Now the
invariance of Hol(SC)χλ

under H̃ × H̃ implies that H0
Θ ⊆ Hol(SC)χλ

(cf. Section
2). Let f ∈ HΘ. Then there exists a sequence of functions fn ∈ H0

Θ such that
fn → f holds in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of SC (cf.
[Ne99, Prop. I.1.9]). This implies that for D ∈ U(hC) we have

r(D).f = lim
n→∞ r(D).fn

and in particular

r(D).f = lim
n→∞ r(D).fn = χλ(D) lim

n→∞ fn = χλ(D)f

for all D ∈ Z(U(hC)
)
.

Unfortunately, it turns out that, in contrast to the situation where SC = HC
is the complexification of a compact group H , the spaces Hol(SC)χ may contain
several characters. In view of Theorem 6.2, this is equivalent to the observation
that the assignment λ 7→ χλ is not injective if considered as a function on a subset
of the set Ŝholo

C of irreducible holomorphic representations of SC .

Example 6.7. We consider the example h = sl(2,R) with its (up to sign) unique
invariant cone C ⊆ ih. Then the center of the enveloping algebra is generated by
the Casimir operator C. Hence a central character is determined by its value on C.
With respect to a suitable parametrization, the irreducible representations of the
simply connected semigroup SC are parametrized by their highest weight λ ∈ [0,∞[,
where λ > 1 corresponds to the relative holomorphic discrete series of Sl(2,R)̃ ,
λ = 1 to the limits of the holomorphic discrete series, a representation of Sl(2,R),
and λ = 1

2 ,
3
2 to the irreducible constituents of the metaplectic representation. We

have

χλ(C) =
1
4
λ(λ− 2).
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Hence the representations with λ ≥ 1 can be parametrized by their central charac-
ters. For λ ≤ 2 we have

χλ = χ2−λ.

We see in particular that χ 1
2

= χ 3
2
, so that the metaplectic representation has a

central character.
If F is the Fock space of the metaplectic representation, then F = F+ ⊕ F− is

the decomposition into odd and even part (the irreducible representations of SC).
If Θ is the character of the metaplectic representation of SC , then

HΘ
∼= B2(F+)⊕B2(F−) ⊆ Hol(SC)χ 1

2
.

Thus the holomorphic spherical functions Θ 1
2

and Θ 3
2

belong to the same eigenval-
ues of the Casimir operator C acting on Hol(SC).

7. Remarks on Possible Generalizations

In this section we comment on the possibilities to generalize our results to more
general positive domains of the type PC as described in Example 1.2.

The crucial point which made the arguments in Section 5 go through was the
fact that for g = hC the continuous representation theory can be reduced to the
holomorphic representations theory using the Lüscher-Mack correspondence. In
Section 6 the very formulation depended on the complex structure of SC .

One possible approach to the general situation is to try to use a combination
of Lüscher-Mack and the Holomorphic Extension Theorem (cf. Appendix B) to
extend representations of SC to holomorphic representations of a suitable bigger
object. The results of [KrNe96] suggest that one should restrict one’s attention
to symmetric Lie groups (G, τ) with a hyperbolic cone C in q (cf. Section 4).
So, starting with a positive definite spherical function ϕ on PC , one considers the
resulting irreducible continuous representation (πϕ,Hϕ) of SC and uses Lüscher-
Mack to find an irreducible unitary representation (π,H) of Gc related to πϕ. Let
Wπ ∈ gc be the cone associated to π (cf. Definition 3.5) and set W = Wπ ∩ −τ(Wπ).
This is a closed Gc and (−τ)-invariant convex cone in gc which in case it is pointed
gives rise to a semigroup (cf. Appendix B)

SW := Γ(gc, algintW ) = Gc Exp(i algintW ) ∼= Gc × algintW,

and we can extend π to a representation of this semigroup (using the Holomorphic
Extension Theorem from Appendix B), which then is again irreducible. If W is also
generating, then Γ(gc, algintW ) simply is the Ol′shanskĭı semigroup associated to
W and the extension of π is holomorphic. Let σ be the complex conjugation of gC
w.r.t. gc. Then τ := τ ◦σ, where we have extended τ to a complex linear involution
of gC, extends to an antiholomorphic involution of SW which we still denote by
τ . Moreover the antiholomorphic anti-involution g 7→ σ(g)−1 on GC gives rise
to an antiholomorphic anti-involution s 7→ s∗ on SW commuting with τ . Thus
(SW ,∗ , τ ) is a symmetric involutive semigroup, and we can consider its positive
domain PW = {τ(s∗)s : s ∈ SW }. Note that in the case that W is generating, so
that SW is an Ol′shanskĭı semigroup, the results of Section 5 classify the positive
definite spherical functions of the positive domain associated to (SW ,∗ , id), whereas
the results of Section 6 classify the exponentially bounded holomorphic positive
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definite spherical functions on SW . Note further that for Cπ = iW ∩ q = {X ∈
iW : τ (X) = X} the semigroup

SCπ = {s ∈ SW : τ (s) = s} ∼= Hc × algintCπ

bears a strong similarity to SC . In fact, if C is contained in W or at least intersects
its algebraic interior, one can for all practical purposes replace SC by a suitable
quotient semigroup (cf. Rem. 2.4) so that SC and SCπ intersect in a subsemigroup
which is open in both, SC and SCπ . The above considerations lead to the following
problems:

Problem 7.1. (a) Extend the results of Section 5 to the case where (h, τ) is sym-
metric and (SC ,

∗ , id) is replaced by (SC ,
∗ , τ ), where τ on the Lie algebra level is

the complex antilinear extension of τ to hC.
(b) Given related representations ρ and π of SC and Gc (in the general case

of Example 1.2), find criteria under which the associated cone of π is generating
(pointed, (−τ)-invariant, closed, etc.) and determine its intersection with C.

(c) To which extent is the spherical function ϕ of PC determined by the spherical
functions on PW and SW obtained from the two-step extension of πϕ via Lüscher-
Mack and the Holomorphic Extension Theorem?

(d) Determine the structure of the positive domains PW described above (cf.
[HÓØ91], where similar constructions were used in special cases in order to con-
struct certain Hardy spaces). For a description of this space as a bundle Gc×HcCπ,
we refer to [KNÓ96].

Appendix A: Ideals in Admissible Lie Algebras

A Lie algebra g is called admissible if g⊕R contains a pointed generating invariant
cone. Then g contains a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra t ⊆ g, and there
exists a k-adapted positive system of roots ∆+ (cf. [Ne99, Th. VII.3.10]). For α ∈ ∆
we put [α] := {α,−α} and set g[α] := g ∩ (gα

C + g−α
C ).

We say that g has cone potential if [Xα, Xα] 6= 0 holds for all non-zero elements
Xα ∈ gα

C. We can write g = ros = uol, where r is the radical, s is a t-invariant Levi
algebra, u is the nilradical, and l is a reductive t-invariant subalgebra with [l, l] = s
([HiNe93, Prop. 7.3]). For details concerning the structure theory of admissible Lie
algebras we refer to [HiNe95] and [KrNe96].

We recall from [Ne94a] that a symplectic g-module is a symplectic vector space
(V,Ω) on which g acts such that the symplectic form Ω is invariant, i.e.,

Ω(X.v, w) + Ω(v,X.w) = 0.

If g is reductive, then a symplectic g-module (V,Ω) is said to be of convex type if,
first, the closed convex cone CV generated by the image of the moment map

Φ: V → g∗,
(
X 7→ 1

2
Ω(X.v, v)

)
is pointed, i.e., contains no vector subspace, and second, the center z(g) acts semisim-
ply on V with purely imaginary eigenvalues.

Lemma A.1. Let g be a Lie algebra with compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra t
and a ⊆ g an ideal intersecting int comp(g). Then the following assertions hold:

(i) g ⊆ a + k and, in particular, g[α] ⊆ a for all α ∈ ∆p.
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(ii) ta := a ∩ t is a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra of a and ka := k ∩ a is
maximal compactly embedded in a.

(iii) g has cone potential if a has cone potential.
(iv) If a is admissible, then g is admissible.

Proof. Let Y ∈ a ∩ int comp(g). In view of Corollary A.2.29 in [HHL89], Y is
contained in a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra t′ of g. Since compactly
embeddded Cartan subalgebras are conjugate under inner automorphisms ([HHL89,
Thm. A.2.13]), there exists an inner automorphism γ with γ(t′) = t. Hence γ(Y ) ∈
γ(a) ∩ γ(t′) = a ∩ t. Therefore X := γ(Y ) ∈ t ∩ int comp(g) ∩ a.

(i) We consider the direct vector space decomposition g = gX + [X, g]. Then
gX ⊆ k ([HHL89, Thm. A.2.25]) and [X, g] ⊆ a imply g ⊆ a + k. Since both
subalgebras are invariant under t, we conclude hat

g[α] = a[α] + k[α],

where a[α] = g[α] ∩ a and k[α] = g[α] ∩ k. From k[α] = {0} for α ∈ ∆p (cf. [Ne99,
Lemma VII.2.3], we get g[α] ⊆ a for all non-compact roots α.

(ii) It is clear that ta is a compactly embedded subalgebra of a. Let b := za(ta).
Then b is a t-invariant subalgebra, hence can be written as

b = ta +
∑
α∈∆

b[α].

From X ∈ ta and b ⊆ gX ⊆ k we deduce that b[α] = {0} for α ∈ ∆p.
Suppose that b[α] 6= {0}. Then α is a compact root and g[α] = b[α] follows from

dimC gα
C = 1 (cf. [Ne99, Lemma VII.2.3]). Let s be a t-invariant Levi complement

of g. Then g[α] ⊆ [k, k] ⊆ s. Moreover sa := s ∩ a is an ideal of s intersecting
g[α], so that g[α] ⊆ sa follows. On the other hand t ∩ s is a compactly embedded
Cartan subalgebra of s, which implies that t∩ sa is a compactly embedded Cartan
subalgebra of sa. Thus zsa(t ∩ sa) = t ∩ sa ⊆ ta, which gives g[α] ⊆ zsa(t ∩ sa),
and therefore a contradiction. This proves that b = ta, hence that ta is a Cartan
subalgebra of a.

It is clear that ka is a compactly embedded subalgebra of a. Suppose that k̃a ⊇ ka

is maximal compactly embedded in a. Then [̃ka, k̃a] is a semisimple compact subal-
gebra of a, hence compactly embedded in g. Moreover ta is a Cartan subalgebra of
k̃a, so that ta = z(̃ka) ⊕ ([̃ka, k̃a] ∩ ta). Hence ta + [̃ka, k̃a] is a compactly embedded
subalgebra of g. The uniqueness of k̃a shows that it is invariant under t, and hence
t + [̃ka, k̃a] is a subalgebra of g which is then automatically compactly embedded,
i.e. contained in k. Thus

k̃a = z(̃ka) + [̃ka, k̃a] ⊆ ta + ka = ka

proves that ka is maximal compactly embedded in a.
(iii) Let α ∈ ∆p be a non-compact root and Xα ∈ gα

C \ {0}. If β := α |ta , then
Xα ∈ aβ

C, and since α([Xα, Xα]) ≥ 0, the root β of aC is non-compact. Therefore
the fact that a has cone potential implies that [Xα, Xα] 6= 0. Thus g has cone
potential.

(iv) Suppose that a is an admissible Lie algebra. Then (iii) implies that the Lie
algebra g has cone potential. Therefore the nilradical u of g is a Heisenberg algebra
with u = [t, u] ⊕ z(g), [u, u] ⊆ z(g), and there exists a reductive subalgebra l ⊆ g
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such that tl := t ∩ l is a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra of l, t = z(g) ⊕ tl,
and g = u o l ([HiNe93, Thm. 7.15]).

If z(g) = {0}, then the fact that g has cone potential implies that u = {0} and
hence that g is reductive. Then the fact that a contains all non-compact simple
ideals of g (cf. (i)) entails that the commutator algebra of g contains only compact
and hermitian simple ideals. Hence g is quasihermitian and therefore admissible
(cf. [HiNe93, Thm. 7.26]).

Now we assume that z(g) 6= {0}. We consider the vector space V := [t, u] as a
module of the reductive Lie algebra la := l ∩ a. According to [Ne94a, Prop. V.6],
there exists a functional β ∈ z∗ such that the symplectic form Ω on V defined by
Ω(v, w) = β([v, w]) for v, w ∈ V turns (V,Ω) into a symplectic la-module of convex
type. Let Ψ: V → l∗ denote the moment map given by Ψ(v)(Y ) = 1

2Ω(Y.v, v). Since
a ∩ t contains the element X , we see that Vfix,la := {v ∈ V : la.v = {0}} = {0}
because this space is contained in the centralizer of X . Moreover z(la) ⊆ t acts
semisimply with purely imaginary spectrum. We recall from (ii) above that the
subalgebra ka := k ∩ a ⊆ a is maximal compactly embedded. Hence [Ne94a, Prop.
II.23] shows that there exists Y ∈ z(ka∩la) such that Ω(Y.v, v) > 0 for all v ∈ V \{0}.

We write l = la ⊕ l1, where l1 is a complementary ideal for la in l. Then l1
is a compact Lie algebra commuting with la. Moreover k ∩ l = l1 ⊕ (ka ∩ la).
Therefore z(ka ∩ la) ⊆ z(k ∩ l), and we can apply [Ne94a, Prop. II.23] again to
see that (V,Ω) is also of convex type as a symplectic module of the reductive Lie
algebra l. Finally Theorem V.1 in [Ne94a] now shows that the Lie algebra g contains
pointed generating invariant cones, hence it is in particular admissible.

Lemma A.2. (a) If W ⊆ g is a pointed closed convex invariant cone, then
Spec(adX) ⊆ iR holds for all X ∈W .

(b) If C ⊆ g∗ is a closed convex generating invariant subset, then

Spec(adX) ⊆ iR

for all X ∈ B(C), where

B(C) := {Y ∈ g : sup〈Y,C〉 <∞}.
Proof. (a) Let a := W − W . Then a is an ideal in g. For X ∈ W we have
adX(g) ⊆ a, hence Spec(adX) ⊆ Spec(adX | a) ∪ {0}. Thus we may w.l.o.g.
assume that W is generating.

Moreover, since the spectrum, as a set, depends continuously on adX , it suffices
to prove the assertion for X ∈ intW . This follows immediately from the fact that
intW ⊆ int comp(g) ([HHL89, Thm. III.2.14]).

(b) Let C ⊆ g∗ be a closed convex generating invariant subset, and put W :=
cone(C × {1}) ⊆ g∗ × R. An element X ∈ g is contained in B(C) if and only if
there exists λ > 0 with (−X,λ) ∈W ?. So it suffices to show that Spec(adY ) ⊆ iR
holds for all Y ∈W ? ⊆ g× R.

Since C is generating, there are two possibilities. If C contains interior points,
then the same holds for W and so W ? is pointed. Hence the assertion follows from
(a). If C has no interior points, then it is contained in a proper affine hyperplane
H . Let Y ∈ g denote the uniquely determined element with 〈Y,H〉 = {1}. Then
W ? = R(Y,−1)⊕(W ?∩g). Since the hyperplane H containing C is invariant under
the coadjoint action, the element Y ∈ g is invariant under the adjoint action, hence
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Y ∈ z(g). From that and the fact that W ?∩g is pointed, we conclude with (a) that
for each element Z ∈W ? we have Spec(adZ) ⊆ iR.

Appendix B: The Holomorphic Extension Theorem

In this appendix we prove an important generalization of a result of Ol′shanskĭı
([HiNe93, Prop. 9.18], cf. also [Ols82]) which says that a unitary representation π
of G with discrete kernel, for which the (closed) cone

Wπ,0 = {X ∈ g : idπ(X) ≤ 0}
is generating, can be extended to a contraction representation of G exp(iWπ,0).

Let G be a simply connected Lie group and (π,H) be a continuous unitary
representation of G with discrete kernel. Consider the associated cone

Wπ := {X ∈ g : sup〈X, Iπ〉 <∞}
of π, where Iπ is the moment set for π (cf. Definition 3.5). Then [Ne99, Prop. X.1.5]
says that for X ∈ g we have

sup Spec
(
idπ(X)

)
= sup〈X, Iπ〉(B.1)

(cf. (3.2)). We denote the algebraic interior of Wπ, i.e., the interior w.r.t. the linear
span of Wπ , by algintWπ. The cone Wπ is not necessarily closed, but we have

algintWπ = algintWπ.

Lemma A.2(b) implies that the cone W := Wπ = B(Iπ) satisfies

Spec(adX) ⊆ R

for all X ∈ iW , i.e., the cone iW ⊆ ig is regular. Now Lawson’s Theorem ([HiNe93,
Cor. 7.35]) implies that the semigroup SV generated by the exponential image of
V = g + iW in the simply connected group GC with Lie algebra gC is given by

SV = G1 exp(iW ) ∼= G1 ×W,(B.2)

where G1 is the analytic subgroup of GC with Lie algebra g. The simply connected
covering semigroup of SV will be denoted Γ(g,W ). Similarly the simply connected
covering of G1 exp(i algintW ) will be denoted Γ(g, algintW ). The lift of the expo-
nential map to Γ(g, algintW ) will be written Exp. Then the decomposition (B.2)
lifts to the Ol′shanskĭı decomposition

Γ(g,W ) = GExp(iW ) ∼= G×W.(B.3)

Note that W −W is an ideal in g, so that the subgroup H̃W of G generated by
exp(W −W ) is closed and simply connected. Similarly the subgroup (HW )C of GC
generated by the exponential image of (W −W )C is closed and simply connected.
Moreover the analytic subgroup HW of (HW )C with Lie algebra W −W is closed.
Then (HW )C contains an Ol′shanskĭı semigroup (HW ) exp(iW ) ∼= HW ×W , and
the corresponding simply connected covering Γ(W −W,W ) is homeomorphic to
H̃W ×W . Again we denote the simply connected covering of HW exp(i algintW )
by Γ(W −W, algintW ) and obtain an Ol′shanskĭı decomposition

Γ(W −W,W ) = H̃W Exp(iW ) ∼= H̃W ×W.(B.4)
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Theorem B (The Holomorphic Extension Theorem). Let G be a simply connected
Lie group and (π,H) a continuous unitary representation with discrete kernel. Then
there exists a strongly continuous involutive representation

π̂ : Γ(g, algintWπ) ∼= G× Exp(i algintWπ) → B(H)

such that
(1) π̂(gs) = π(g)π̂(s) for all g ∈ G and s ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ), and
(2) π̂ is holomorphic on the open complex Ol′shanskĭı semigroup

Γ(Wπ −Wπ , algintWπ).

Proof. Step 1: We define the mapping π̂ via the Ol′shanskĭı decomposition of
Γ(g,Wπ) by

π̂
(
g Exp(X)

)
= π(g)edπ(X)

and note that X ∈ iWπ implies that the operator edπ(X) is bounded with

log ‖π̂(ExpX)‖ = supSpec
(
dπ(X)

)
= sup〈−iX, Iπ〉.(B.5)

From

π(g)edπ(X)π(g)−1 = eπ(g)dπ(X)π(g)−1
= edπ

(
Ad(g)X

)
,

we see that
π̂
(
(g ExpX)∗

)
= π̂(ExpXg−1) = π̂

(
g−1 Exp Ad(g)X

)
= π(g)−1edπ

(
Ad(g)X

)
= edπ(X)π(g)−1 = π̂(g ExpX)∗,

i.e., π̂(s∗) = π̂(s)∗.
Step 2: Local boundedness on GExp(algintWπ): According to (B.5), we have

log ‖π̂(g ExpX)‖ = log ‖π̂(ExpX)‖ = sup〈−iX, Iπ〉,
which defines a function onG×algintWπ which is independent of the first argument
and convex on the cone algintWπ . Hence it is continuous and therefore locally
bounded.

Step 3: Using [HiNe93, Lemma 9.16], we get a 0-neighborhood UC ⊆ gC and a
dense subspace H1 ⊆ H such that the mappings

γv : UC → H, X 7→ edπ(X).v, v ∈ H1,

are holomorphic, and γv(X) = π(expX).v holds for all X ∈ g ∩ UC. We con-
clude that there exists an open convex e-neighborhood B in g such that V :=
Exp(B) Exp

(
i(B ∩ algintWπ)

)
is an open e-neighborhood in Γ(g, algintWπ), and

there exists a set of continuous mappings αv : V → H satisfying

αv(g) = π(g).v for g ∈ Exp(B) = G ∩ V
and which are holomorphic on V 0 := V ∩ Γ(W −W, algintWπ).

Step 4: Strong continuity on Γ(g, algintWπ): We know in particular that the
mappings

γ′v : Exp(UC ∩ iWπ) → H, Exp(X) 7→ π̂(ExpX).v = edπ(X).v

are continuous for v ∈ H1. Let s0 ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ) ∩ Exp(UC ∩ i algintWπ) and
use Step 3 to find a neighborhood N of s in Exp(UC ∩ i algintWπ) and m ∈ R such
that ‖π̂(s)‖ ≤ m for all s ∈ N .
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If vn ∈ H1 with vn → v ∈ H, then the choice of N implies that γ′vn
converges

uniformly to γ′v on N . Since H1 is dense in H, we conclude that π̂ is strongly
continuous on Exp(UC ∩ i algintWπ).

Let v ∈ H, X ∈ i algintWπ, and Xn ∈ i algintWπ with Xn → X . We choose
m ∈ N such that 1

mXn ∈ UC ∩ i algintWπ for all n ∈ N. Then, in view of [HiNe93,
Prop. 9.2(ii)] and Step 1, we see that

π̂
(
Exp(Xn)

)
.v = π̂

(
Exp( 1

mXn)
)m
.v → π̂

(
Exp( 1

mX)
)m
.v = π̂(ExpX).v.

Thus π̂ is strongly continuous on Exp(i algintWπ). Since it is also strongly con-
tinuous on G, [HiNe93, Prop. 9.2] and Lawson’s Theorem ([HiNe93, Thm. 7.34])
imply that π̂ is strongly continuous on Γ(g, algintWπ).

Step 5: π̂ is holomorphic on V 0: Let v ∈ H1. We claim that π̂(s).v = αv(s)
for all s ∈ V . Fix s = g Exp(X) ∈ V . Then the construction of V shows that
gExp([0, 1]X) ⊆ V . For z ∈ C with Re z ≥ 0 we set γ(z) := gExp(zX). Let
U := γ−1(V ). Then

z 7→ π̂
(
γ(z)

)
.v and αv ◦ γ

are holomorphic on γ−1(V 0) ([HiNe93, Prop. 9.9]), continuous on U , and equal on
U ∩ iR. Now [HiNe93, Lemma 9.12(ii)] entails that these mappings are equal on
the connected component of 0 in U , and we obtain in particular that

αv(gExpX) = π̂
(
g ExpX).v.

If vn → v, vn ∈ H1 and v ∈ H, then the same argument as in Step 4 and
π̂(s).vn = αvn(s) imply that αvn converges locally uniformly to αv with π̂(s).v =
αv(s) for s ∈ V 0. SinceH1 is dense inH, we conclude that π̂ is strongly holomorphic
on V 0. Finally, [HiNe93, Lemma 9.7(i)] implies that π̂ is a holomorphic operator
valued mapping on V 0.

Step 6: Analyticity on Exp(i algintWπ): Let X ∈ i algintWπ, and let W ⊆
i algintWπ be a compact neighborhood of X . Then there exists m ∈ N such that
Exp( 1

mW ) ⊆ V 0. Since the m-times multiplication mapping B(H)m → B(H) is
real analytic, we conclude that the mapping

W → B(H), Y 7→ edπ(Y ) = (e
1
m dπ(Y ))m

is real analytic.
Step 7: π̂ is holomorphic on Γ(W − W, algintWπ): The analyticity of s 7→

〈π̂(s).v, w〉 with w ∈ Hω follows from the Ol′shanskĭı decomposition and Step 6.
Consequently this mapping is also holomorphic on Γ(W−W, algintWπ), because, in
view of the analyticity, the domain where the Cauchy-Riemann equations are sat-
isfied is extendable via analytic continuation. Now [HiNe93, Lemma 9.7(i)] implies
operator valued holomorphy.

Step 8: π̂ is a homomorphism: From the definition of π̂ it is clear that π̂(gs) =
π(g)π̂(s) holds for all s ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ) and g ∈ G. Similarly, the fact that π̂
respects the involution implies that π̂(sg) = π̂(s)π(g).

Let s = exp(Y )g ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ), where g ∈ G and Y ∈ i algintWπ , and
X ∈Wπ . Then the mapping

γX : R + iR+ → B(H), z 7→ ezdπ(X),
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is strongly continuous and holomorphic on the upper half plane ([Ne95a, Thm.
III.1]). Let v, w ∈ H and s ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ), and put

f1(z) := 〈π̂(
Exp(zX)s

)
.v, w〉 = 〈π̂(

Exp(zX) Exp(Y )
)
π(g).v, w〉

and

f2(z) := 〈γX(z)π̂(s).v, w〉.
Then the fact that π̂ |Γ(W−W,algint Wπ) is holomorphic implies that f1 is holomorphic
on int C+ and continuous on C+. Since the function f2 has the same properties
and, for x ∈ R,

f1(x) = 〈π̂(
Exp(xX)s

)
.v, w〉 = 〈π̂(

Exp(xX)
)
π̂(s).v, w〉 = f2(x),

we conclude with [HiNe93, Lemma 9.17] that f1 = f2. Since v, w ∈ H are arbitrary,
it follows in particular that

π̂(Exp(iX)s
)

= π̂
(
Exp(iX)

)
π̂(s)

for all s ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ) and X ∈Wπ. Thus

π̂(s1s2) = π̂(s1)π̂(s2)

holds for s1 ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ) and s2 ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ).
Let X ∈ algint iWπ. Then Exp(X) ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ), and the operator

π̂(ExpX) = edπ(X)

has a dense range. For v = π̂(ExpX).w, w ∈ H, we obtain for

s1, s2 ∈ Γ(g, algintWπ)

that
π̂(s1s2).v = π̂(s1s2)π̂(ExpX).w = π̂(s1s2 ExpX).w

= π̂(s1)π̂(s2 ExpX).w = π̂(s1)π̂(s2)π̂(ExpX).w = π̂(s1)π̂(s2).v

But the operators π̂(s1s2) and π̂(s1)π̂(s2) are both bounded; hence they coincide
on the whole space H.
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